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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly 
JUNE 15, 1989 FREE , 
Voodoo ethics or benevolent economics? 
(OVER STOR' by Hannah Holmes 
PHOTO mUSTUTlOH by Tonee Harbert 
"There's got to be something better," 
thought Vicki Emmons of Yarmouth, 
disgusted with the dog-eat-dog nature of 
the stock market. 
Emmons describes herself as "one of 
those beneficiaries that came into money 
and didn't really know what to do with 
it." Two years ago Emmons began read-
ing about socially responsible invest-
ment funds. She moved her money. 
Emmons believes that taking her 
LISTINGS page 14 
EATS page 16 
money away from businesses 
that build weapons or pollute the 
environment and investing it in busi-
nesses that care for their communities 
and employees will change the world. 
"The crooked corporations may stay 
in business a long time, but eventually 
we'll see them indicted," she says. 
"Bull," says John Case, who calls 
socially responsible investing "a tangle 
of contradictions." He says that because 
investing equals employing and em-
ploying equals exploitation, ethical in-
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vesting 
is impossible 
under the capitalist system. 
Eileen Monahan is a Portland 
broker who sells socially responsible 
investments to her clients, when they'll 
buy. She says that "Everyone has a 
problem with money, whether they have 
it or not." 
(ONTINUED on page 8 
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Rock & Roll Confidential. 
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Institutionalized protest. 
See page 6 
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COMPLETE MEALS YOU CAN PREPARE 
IN 5 MINUTES! 
WE ALSO SERVE PREPARED 
LUNCH & DINNER 
EAT IN I TAKE OUT 
58 MARKET STREET. OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Every Day Mon.-Sat. 11-8 • Sun Noon-6 
In the time you spend looking 
for a parking space, you could 
already be seated at 
The Good Table Restaurant. 
NOW OPENI 
300/o0FF 
MOST HANDCRAFTED IMPORTS 
BRASS AND COPPER 
HANDICRAFTS IN 
KASHMIRI, EGYPTIAN & 
ARABIC STANDARD STYLES. 
PAKISTANI, ONYX & 
LOCAL ARTISTS. 
KA~HMIR IMPORT~ 
• 10 EXCHANGE ST. FIRST LEVEL • OLD PORT • M-Th 11-5, F- Sa 11-6· 
Our delicious spinach 
salad and tortellini 
salad will help you 
decide. Served with 
fresh bread & butter. 
~~p.;QO' 
End The confusiOn!/7_ Q 
. {A/, U'b 
MARINER'S CHURCit~~Y 
366 Fore Street, Portland • 773-BAKE 
No more "Secret Slumlords" 
Landlord registration law passed 
Apartment building owners who have hidden 
behind corporate names are going to have to drop 
the mask. The Portland City Council has given the 
owners of apartment buildings with more than 
three rental units 90 days to register their names 
and the names of their management companies 
with the city. 
The law was proposed by Councilor Edward 
Bernstein, who said he'd read a story last winter 
in Casco Bay Weekly describing the plight of 
Parkside residents who couldn't locate the own-
ers of rundown, crime-spawning buildings in 
their neighborhood. Bernstein said, "I thought 
about it all winter and finally set it forth." 
The city, like the neighbors, has had trouble 
getting safety violations addressed when the 
owners of a building are listed on tax records as a 
corporation. For instance, one corporation was 
using an address that was eventually traced to a 
V-Haul mail box on Marginal Way. 
Some landlords hope the disclosure brings an 
end to landlord bashing. "The average landlord 
who's doing a good job is not ashamed of his 
property," said Roy Somero, who with his wife 
Linda owns numerous Parkside buildings. "He's 
not hiding behind anything. I think (disclosure) is 
a good thing." 
The Parkside Neighborhood Association thinks 
it's a great thing. "I hope all concerned citizens 
will take advantage of this public accountability," 
said Herb Adams, a Parkside member and state 
representative. He said everyone, from tenants to 
code inspectors, should benefit from being able to 
look up the names of building owners. 
Adams said he expects neighborhood activists 
are waiting impatiently to see who comes for-
ward. "There are some properties still in Parkside 
area that are unclear as to who really owns them, 
who are the chief investors," he said. 
Other neighborhoods will benefit, too. Much 
of the housing on Munjoy Hill is rented apart-
ments. But the problems associated with absentee 
ownership have not been so pronounced there. 
"As yet, we've heard little in terms of drug 
dealing as on Sherman Street," said Kathryn 
McInnis, president of the Munjoy Hill Neighbor-
hood Organization. Thatdoesn't mean there aren't 
problems. 
"Here on the Hill there is an issue of absentee 
landlords," said McInnis. "There are buildings 
owned by corporations of doctors and lawyers 
that live out of state. And there are landlords born 
and brought up on the Hill that aren't the best 
landlords." Mcinnis looks forward to learning 
who's who. She is especially looking forward to 
finding out who's been renting out substandard 
housing. 
"A lot of owners that we would consider 
'problems' are renting to people who are low-
income and to refugees who might not know 
what their rights are," she said. "We are going to 
target them and single them out." 
Joe Gray, Portland planning director, said the 
Inspection and Services Division will administer 
the file. A disclosure form will be mailed to the 
landlords of the 1,921 buildings that the ordi-
nance addresses. The division will keep the infor-
mation for public use in its office on the third floor 
of City Hall. Penalties for failing to register have 
not been established. Hannah Holmes 
Island septic system splits City Hall 
Portland's sewer inspectors are being chal-
lenged by the city's lawyers over island sewage 
regulations - and a man who owns property on 
Long Island said he's been caught between them. 
The inspectors said the septic system for Tony 
Donovan's house on Long Island is grandfath-
ered, and that Donovan should be allowed to 
upgrade it. The city's lawyers, as well as one of 
Donovan's neighbors,are saying it can't be grand-
fathered because it never was there. 
A septic system that existed when strict state 
sewage laws were passed two years ago isconsid-
ered grandfathered and can still be used. 
'The plumbing inspector is saying one thing, 
and the city attorney is saying he's wrong," said 
attorney Gary Vogel. who represents Donovan's 
neighbor, Lillian Gomez. "According to my client, 
there was an outhouse without any kind of tank, 
and that outhouse fell over at least 10 years ago." 
Vogel said that a search through tax assessors' 
records shows "no plumbing there, ever." 
Charles Lane is the attorney handling the case 
for the city. "If he had any (septic system) is 
disputed," he said. "If he did, the nature of it is 
disputed." Lane said the law tha t describes grand-
fathering for sewage systems is too broad. 
Donovan's neighbors described the "septic 
tank" that Donovan dug up and replaced as two 
55-gallon drums, which they claimed were never 
used for sewage disposal. 
'The plumbing inspector said anything in the 
ground is OK," Lane said. "1 said, 'If someone had 
a two gallon bucket in the ground, that ~ould 
constitute an existing ,system?' Apparently it 
would. That doesn't pass the common sense test, 
in my mind." 
Gary Vogel concurred. "The question it raises 
for a lot of people on the islandf is what do you 
need to be grand fathered?" 
To confound the situation, the city's plumbing 
inspector, Ernold Goodwin, said June 12 that he 
didn't remember issuing or revoking a permit for 
Tony Donovan. It wasn't on file. 
Donovan protested that he's being used as a 
test case for island sewage policy. He said he 
doubts he can continue to pay his lawyer's fees. 
His family has owned property on Long Island 
since 1730, he said, and his first chance to buy a 
house there has turned into a financial disaster. 
Meanwhile, he said, oneof his neighbors has been 
approved for an overboard discharge system, 
which dumps untreated sewage into the bay. 
"I ttook me 11 years to purchase the house, four 
months to finance it, and two weeks to be sued," 
he wrote to the parties in the controversy. 
Donovan, a builder, bought the property in 
1988, knowing the city had initiated demolition 
procedings against the house. He said it had a 
toilet, an overboard discharge system (a straight 
pipe to a holding tank, then a pipe to the ocean) 
and an outhouse. 
He said he applied to the Portland sewer de-
partment for a permit that would allow him to 
imptove the septic system. His lot, at 6000 square 
feet, was 500 square feet short of what he needed 
to geta residential septicperrnit. So he applied for 
a business septic system. 
Apparently without a permit, Donovan said he 
dug up a l00-gallon, steel septic tank and in-
stalled a new, l000-gallon fiberglass one. Then 
another branch of city hall got involved. 
The city's legal department not only wants to 
deny Donovan a sewer permit; it is pressing ahead 
with demolition proceedings. 
Island septic regulations have gotten stiffer 
since a water quality report was issued in 1986. It 
said half the wells on Long Island were contami-
nated with coliform bacteria - a common sewage 
creature. One third were high in nitrites and ni-
trates, also sewage bi-products. 
"Island groundwater and natural resources 
are very fragile," said Vogel. "My clients have a 
well nearby, and they're concerned about it." 
The questions will be discussed before retired 
Maine Superior Court Justice Webber in City Hall 
on July 13, 14 and 17. HaIlIUlh Holmes 
THE WEEK IN BRIEF: 
Portland's local gun control slain 
Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood's power over local 
gun policies was shot dead when a bill to remove gun-policy 
powers from municipal governments sailed through the legisla-
ture June 9. Freshman legislator Herb Adams, D-Portland called 
the vote "depressing," adding that the National Rifle Association 
lobbied legislators heavily. 
Portland's local laws require fingerprinting and a three-day 
waiting period to buy a gun; and owners can't carry a loaded, 
concealed gun between sunset and sunrise. ''We have already 
committed ourselves to continue fingerprinting, regardless of the 
preemption," said Chitwood. He said his next move might be 
legislation prohibiting firearms in bars, schools, restaurants and 
sporting events. 
Peaks Islanders ready to recycle 
Recycling will become reality for Peaks Islanders June 19 when 
they set out their garbage. A four-compartment truck will make 
the rounds picking up sorted glass, plastic, newspaper and card-
board, as well as traditional trash. Corporate sponsors (Waste 
Management of Maine, Inc., William Goodman & Sons, Inc., 
Seltzer & Rydholm,lnc., Evening Express and Maine Beverage 
Container Services, Inc.) are providing islanders with plastic bins 
in which to set out their sorted stuff. The City of Portland is 
transporting the recyclables to the mainland, where Maine Bever-
age will recycle the glass and plastic, and William Goodman will 
recycle the paper and cardboard. 
Sheriff's department brutality 
Three separate reports of Cumberland County Sheriff's depart-
ment staffers beating inmates and a Portland Police officer have 
surfaced recently. Guards Christopher Kane and Thomas Red-
mond were suspended from the Cumberland County Jail for 10 
days after they were accused of beating an inmate May 31. The 
inmate suffered a fractured thumb and bruises. In a mid-May 
incident, two sheriff's deputies are accused of attacking off-duty 
Portland policeman Mark Perry. That investigation should be 
concluded June 14, said Maj. William Mclaughlin, jail adminis-
trator. The most recent report is that an inmate was hit in the eye 
by a guard on June 6. This case is still under investigation. 
U Maine seeks excellence, bucks 
In its most ambitious fundraising drive ever, the UniverSity of 
Maine hit the road June 9 in search of $65 million. The Pride and 
Promise campaign is seeking pledges to be paid over a five-year 
period. The money is meant to build a level of excellence on top of 
what tuition and state funding provide. It will create endowed 
faculty and professorial positions, scholarships and fellowships 
for students,and endowed library and laboratory purchases. In its 
first phase the campaign is targeting 150 people, foundations and 
corporations who will be asked to pledge $50,000 to $1 million 
over five years. Philanthropist ElizabethNoyce got the ball rolling 
with a $5 million gift -"the biggest in Maine's history. 
HanlUlh Holmes 
West End parking Is permanent 
The West End parking plan is permanent, and its sponsor, Ci ty 
Counselor Linda Abromson hopes the Public Safety Committee 
will be able to adapt the plan to other areas on the peninsula. On 
June 7 the council approved the plan, which allows for parking on 
both sides of the street from midnight to 7:00a.m. five days a week. 
On the other two nights, only one side can be used. As a result, 
street sweeping can be done with greater ease and more parking 
is available to the public. The only dissenting vote came from 
councilor Ronald DorIer, who was concerned about potential 
problems for safety vehicles. Melissa Witham 
NEWS OF THE WEIRD: 
rr Some Cincinnati police are using humor techniques recom-
mended by a consultant, psychology professor Robert A. Baron. 
Among them, according to Baron: "Police arriving at the scene of 
a domestic dispute should try performing a Bugs Bunny impres-
sionor try raiding the refrigerator" or should pull down their hats 
to make their ears protrude - so as to disarm the combatants with 
humor. 
rrTaco Bell Corp., with a $250,000 grant, has created a distin-
guished professorship in fast-food restaurant service at Washing-
ton State University. ChuckShepherd/AlterNet 
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555 Congress Street· Portland· 761-3930 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - THURSDAY & FRIDAY UNTIL 9PM 
ART IN THE GARDEN AN OUTDOOR SCULPTURE SHOW 
THE WEEKEND OF JUNE 17th & 18th • 9:00 am - 4:00 pm 
PREVIEW AND OPENING RECEPTION FRIDAY EVENING 5:30 - 7:00 
Urr-r'](CO 13 Memorial Highway ~ North Yarmouth 
__ Nuo/~s·ro 11] r/<: LOCO~::~~2~;ute 9 U I I  .t 1 ~ tlJ In the center of North Yarmouth 
SCULPTURE FOR YOUR GARDEN IN MARBLE, GRANITE, SANDSTONE, WOOD AND STEEL BY 
LISE BECU, RON CROSS', STEVE LINDSAY, CABOT LYFORD', AND OTHER MAINE ARTISTS 
GARDEN STRUCTURES BY HUSTON 3c COMPANY 
'ARTISTS REPRESENTED BY HOBE SOUND GALLERIES NORTH 
ART CONSULTANT: JUNE LACOMBE 688-4468 
Portland 
In Your Pocket 
-Jij~ 
I·~·~·I·l)·~·~ 
A free list and location guide to the best of Greater Portland. 
Distributed at participating merchants. Look for us or call for locations. 
482 Congress Street, Portland, Maine 04101 • 772-0600 
Share your special pictures! 
FREE FILM plus FREE EXTRA PRINTS 
every day of the week with 
The BIG 
Stop in and find out about our 
"Picture Maine" 
PHOTO CONTEST! 
You could win a 35mm camera! 
Two Convenient Locations: 
71 U.S. Rte. 1 30 City Center 
Scarborough Portland 
883·5126 772-7296 
Convenient Hrs: M·F 7:30·6, Sat 9·1 
TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS! 
4 COSCD Bay Wtekly 
Roses & More Roses! 
Over 100 varieties of ready to bloom, -
container grown roses. $5.95 - $13.95 
The Most Beautiful & Best Selection 
in York & Cumberland Counties. 
Open House 
June 23 & 24 
Bring the family to historic Alfred to visit our 
picturesque 4 acre rose garden with brick walks, 
patios and over WO bushes in the ground and 
blooming! 
Perennials are ready to go: over 75 varieties from 
$2.50 to $7.50. Buy 2 perennials and get 50% off 
the third one. 
OPEN ALL WEEKEND 
Fri., Sat., &: Sun. 8am to 8pm 
Mon. - Thurs. 4pm to 8pm 
171 Federal Street 




The Finest Resin Available 
Maintenance free • Never needs painting 
All chairs adjustable 
Visit our new Resin Gallery 
with savings of up to 35% 
Mon •• Sat. 9 to 5, Thurs. Eves til 8 
Lake Region 
Casual Furniture 
Casual Furniture that lastslllfor years 
725 Rooseve~ Trail (Rt.302), No. Windham, ME 04062 (207) 892-8363 
• Two nights. Chateau Frontenac 
QUEBEC 
SUMMER FESTIVAL 
July 14 - 16 
(Fri- Sun) 
• Sunday Brunch, Chateau Frontenac $229 / person 
(twin basis) • Motorcoach transportation 
from Portland 
• Sightseeing, and more! 
Festival features outdoor concerts, 
street entertainers, and lots of fun! 
Gall 797-8688 
for reservations 
by Andy Newman 
A conversation with 
Sheldon Ganberg 
Acupuncturist Sheldon Ganberg thinks 
acupuncture works. Sheldon Inserts 
needles In patients' "energy points" to 
treat everything from allergies to tennis 
elbow. 
How'd you get Into thls7 
In 1975 I had an automobile accident where 
each car was going 50 mph and we had a head-
on collision. I actually had a near-<ieath 
experience. My whole femur was crushed, 
which is why one leg is shorter than the other. 
And I came close to dying several times 
because I had allergiC reactions to the blood 
transfusions, had a fever well over 1OS, and 
was delirious. While I was in the hospital the 
doctors would knock out my pain medication, 
Percodan, every day. After five months I had a 
very severe addiction. It was a doctor using 
acupuncture that finally got me off Percodan 
and started healing me, and I decided then that 
I wanted to study it. 
What was your Impression of 
acupuncture before that experience 
with It7 
Well, we're talking about 15 years ago so 
there wasn't a lot known about it. I was scared. 
I mean, having needles stuck into your body! It 
was weird. But anything that was going to help 
I was willing to try. 
How do the philosophies of Oriental 
medklne and of Western medicine 
dlffer7 
In oriental medicine, you're not treating the 
symptoms, you're treating the persons' innate 
capacity to heal themselves. When you balance 
their meridians - their energy pathways - what 
you're doing is creating a proper internal 
environment for them to heal themselves. 
You're enhancing and catalyzing the person's 
own life-force to do it's own healing. It's like 
tuning a piano: if the strings are tuned prop-
erly, then the piano is going to play nicely. 
When the meridians and the energy of the 
person are in balance, then the person's innate 
capacity to heal itself takes over. 
15 It difficult for alternative medklne to 
coexist with conventional medlclne7 
I don't use the term "alternative medicine." 
I like using the English term, which is "compli-
mentary medicine." Often it's a question of 
using the right tool at the right time. So I don't 
like to create polarities, you know, against 
Western medicine. If it wasn't for Western 
medicine I wouldn't be here talking to you 
today. It saved my life. I think it's important 
for people to get checked out by a Western 
doctor and get that point of view. If a shoulder 
is dislocated, it has to go back into place. In 
terms of emergency medicine, Western medi-
cine is tops; but in terms of getting the body to 
heal i !self, then oriental medicine is tops. 
What distinguishes a good acupuncturist 
from a bad one7 
Ego. I'm dealing with my own ego all the 
time, and I'm always trying to work with 
myself. It's really easy to get your head blown-
up. I mean, here you are interviewing me right 
now, and I've had my name in newspapers 
and all that. You know, I could start to think 
really highly of myself. It's okay to feel good 
about it, but I also know that parts of myself 
need work too. 
There's an old saying that you can only take 
a person as far as you've gone yourself. If 
you're doing a lot of your own growth work, 
your own internal work, then that's only going 
to shine through to your relationship with your 
patient. You' ve got to put your money where 
your mouth is. 
Do you get Involved with therapies other 
than acupuncture7 
I do massage and manipulation also. 
Oriental medicine is the use of acupuncture, 
massage and manipulation, lifestyle counsel-
ing, and dietary and herbal consultation based 
on oriental energetics. 
You probably don't have any Robltussln 
In your medicine cabinet at home. 
We have no Robitussin in the house. We 
have our own herbal cough medicines that in 
most cases are much more effective. We were 
brought up with Robitussin. There's a lot of 
unlearning that we all have to do. I have my 
own struggles with that sometimes. You are 
your roots. 
Were your parents buying this at flnt7 
No. My mother thought I was nuts! But now 
she goes around telling all her friends, "My 
son' s an acupuncturist." She loves it. 
Andy Newman finds that enhancing lind Cllllllyzing his 
life-farce is harder than it looks. 
Map out 
a great day for Dad 
June 18 - Father's Day 
Come in now and enter your 
name in our drawing for a 
framed print of your choice at 
the Grand Opening. 
• Fine Art • Quality Custom Framing • Posters • 
.Antique Maps & Prints • Gifts • 
24 US Route One 846-6128 
Yarmouth Marketplace, Yannouth, ME 04096 







• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK -10-10 * Video Rental * Compact Discs * * Audio Tapes * 
* Cassettes * Nintendo* 
* Free Popcorn * 
Grand Opening Specials 
All week long through 
Father's Day 
Music Sale 
All audio cassettes & compact 
discs are 100/0 off with a 
special selection marked 
down even lower with savings 
of up to 30%. 
Video Fun 
All week long guess the movie 
playing on our wide screen TV 
and win a FREE movie rental. 
In-store specials with prizes 
and give-aways during the 
Grand Opening Festivities on 
Saturday. 
1Wo tor one specials Monday fhlV 
Thursday. 
Yarmouth Marketplace 
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096 (207) 846-4711 
1_---• LORAIIGER YARMOUTH BUSINESS 
SUPPLIES 
................................................................. 
ROnle.o· 5 Pi,zzn· ........................................................ 
,"' .. ::.' . 
Wallbysuperdrug 
''; .: .. ' .:. ::,: :,;-., 
Casco Northern BanI< 
• We're always thinkill3 ... • 
JOIN PORTIAND'S ONLY 
SAllING CLUB 
Unlimited sailing in Portland's hamor, 7 days a week 
aboard the club's Solings . 
Need help? We offer several sailing and navigation 
courses. All courses offer club membership discounts. 
For more information contact: 
Harbor Salling Club. 772-4023 
S8 Fore Street, BIela. 6 
Portland, Maine 04101 
::,.:: :,,:' 
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A Fresh Idea 
Visit our fresh, crisp & ...... a.,~u.u 
>. bar for only 
L~r $3.60 
Summer means freshness, summer means 
bathing suits and summer freshness means a 





F-2 Soil boards 
Tiga Soil boards 
Neil Pryde Soils 
~ 
Woler skis 
F-2 & O'Neill Wet suits 
T & C Surf wear 
Oakley Eyewear 
Fashion T-shirts 
Thule Roof rocks 
Fort Andross Mall, thenow(JIhed 
Brunswick, Me 725-8930 sail 
315 Marginal Way, bike 
Portland, Me 775-5117 
THEIRS: 
lOne of Tonee's early pictures shows a protestor being dragged off after being arrested. 
627 personal statements 
This viewpoint Is the first of two opin-
Ions we are presenting In conjunction with 
the planned start-up of the Seabrook 
Nuclear Power Station In Seabrook, NH. 
This week, photographer Tonee Harbert 
'comments on the Institutionalized protest 
at Seabrook; next week we'll take a look 
at some of the questions that haven't 
been asked during the recent excitement 
about cheap nuclear fusion. 
As the person who takes most of the pictures for 
Casco Bay Weekly, my "VIEW" is usually seen but 
not heard. But this week there are a few pictures 
that I am just going to have to tell you about. 
The headline read, "627 arrests made at Seab-
rook." It was news in New England. Some stories 
examined the history of the power plant that is 
$5 billion and 10 years over due; others merely 
counted the heads of the "vocal minority" of radi-
cals arrested. Still, the headline made me proud.] 
was among those arrested. 
Construction of the Seabrook Nuclear Power 
Station began in the mid-70s. Passionate protesters 
began demonstrating their resistance about the 
same time; with them came photojournalists. 
Eugene Richards,a joumalistof great conscience, 
made hundreds of photographs during a protest at 
Seabrook which he later published in a book en-
titled "SOhours." Those protestors were beaten and 
subjected to tear gas and water hoses. Richards was 
bouncing between the Seabrook demonstration 
and a home in the Boston area where a child was 
being born, photographing both events. I have 
always been deeply affected by that book, and 
thought of it often as -twelve years later - I was 
bouncing back and forth between Seabrook and 
Kennebunkport, where President Bush was stay-
ing. 
Butduringthedecade between us, the Seabrook 
protests had become well-choreographed. The 
Oamshell Alliance paid for a permit to protest. 
Hundreds of protesters met at the dog track in 
Seabrook, fonned into "affinity" (support) groups, 
marched down the highway to the gates of the 
nuke, climbed over ladders at the gate - and 
marched a quarter-mile down toa place where they 
had already agreed with the police to be arrested. 
The Seabrook police were ready. Lined in neat 
fonnation, their belts were equipped with clubs, 
guns, extra anuno, two-way radios, and handcuffs 
- none of which would be needed if the protesters 
kept up their end of the bargain. They did. Hun-
dreds came and sat peacefully at the feet of the 
police. They covered the road. 
Through my camera, I watched the police walk 
up to each seated person, say, "You are under 
arrest," then walk, carry or drag them to the wait-
ing school busses. A young woman decided to not 
go at their command. Two police dragged her by 
shoulders, the bare heels of her feet dragging along 
the asphalt road for30yards.Another woman, who 
was pregnant, was also dragged. The protestors 
chanted "the whole world is watching." 
In this way, each arrest wasa personal statement 
that said, "I don't have to live in a world of nuclear 
contamination." And each statement was answered 
by a stronger statement of force that said, "Yes, you 
do." 
I was not there on assignment. I was there be-
cause I had to photograph these people making 
their statements, as ensured by the first amend-
ment to the constitution. So I guess I was there for 
the same reason they were. What I choose to pho-
tograph on my own time is my statement. The 
thousands of images I have collected are my biog-
raphy. 
A dozen photographers had scaled the first gate 
with the demonstrators to follow them to the pre-
arranged arrest site. When a state trooper grabbed 
my ann and said, "You are under arrest," I was 
shocked. "Hurry up boy, drop those cameras. You 
can't take 'em with you." 
I was not there to be arrested. I was there to 
document the fight. But by choosing to document 
that fight, I became part of it. 
The trooper made me leave my camera equip-
ment by the side of the road with all the other 
trespassers' belongings. I felt helpless. For three 
hours hundreds of us stood under close watch in 
the fenced parking lot of the police station. When 
finally freed, our belongings were brought in a 
pickup truck. 
WhenIgotback to the newspaper todevelopmy 
film, the roll of film that wasinmycamera-the roll 
with which I watched most of the protesters being 
dragged off - had been exposed. While I was 
standing in the police parking lot, some malicious 
state trooper had opened the back of my camera 
and ruined my personal document. 
There were dozens of photographers at the event. 
Thousands of photographs were made. The world 
was not left withou t a document of what happened 
thatSunday-asit wasby the darkness that fell over 
China that same weekend. 
But my personal document is incomplete, or-
phaned by an act that was not exactly legal, but not 
really something I can take to court either ... 
Just like the Seabrook nuke itself. 
Tonee Harbert 
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Ethical 
Investing 
CONTINUED from page one 
You have some money you're not using. You 
have a set of ethics you are USing. Can the two 
coexist? 
You can invest in the stock market, but who 
knows whose blood and sweat, what tainted 
river you'll be profiting from? Or you can put it 
carefully into a "socially responsible invest-
ment" fund, and let your money speak for your 
social and political ideals. 
Bu t is investment - taking a profit for doing 
nothing - SOCially responsible? 
Responsible investment 
When Exxon's oil tanker hit the rock in 
Alaska, some people marched to their brokers' 
offices and sold their shares in Exxon. They 
didn't want to own a piece of a company that 
didn't share their environmental passions. 
This is divestment, but it is also a perfect ex-
ample of a money awareness that has booted 
the number of dollars invested according to 
SOCially responsible criteria from $40 billion in 
1984 to $450 billion last year. 
Although some of the older SOCially respon-
sible investment (SRI) funds are more than a 
decade old, the idea really took hold a few 
years ago when people demanded that their 
churches, universities and pension funds divest 
their money from companies doing business 
with South Africa. People began to think about 
what their money was saying about them. 
Due to the personal nature of ethics, the term 
"socially responsible" means a hundred differ-
ent things to a hundred different people. 
Likewise, each SRI mutual fund applies differ-
ent "screens" to businesses when deciding what 
to leave out of its portfolio of investments. 
When you invest in an SRI mutual fund, your 
money is invested in a bunch of companies that 
make it through the screens. Some SRls screen 
just for involvement with South Africa. Others 
screen out businesses that pollute, or deal in 
weapons, nuclear power plants, tobacco and 
alcohol products, and gambling. 
There is another school of screening which 
screens in, not out. These investors look for 
ETHICAL SHOPPING: 
Think you're not 
an investor? 
Think again ... 
lnvesting - ethical or otherwise - may not 
seem like a part of your life. But even if you live 
paycheck-to-paycheck, every time you go shop-
ping you put yOUT money behind something. 
The foods and products you buy say a lot 
about who you are. By checking out the corpo-
rate citizenship behind the products you 
purchase, you can empower your shopping 
dollars to support ethical investments. 
At the supermarket 
Once upon a time, smart shopping meant 
making sure your beans were picked by neu-
rotically perfectionistic elves in the Valley of the 
Jolly Ho-Ho-Ho Green Giant. Later followed 
the En-Lite-enment, when smart shoppers 
sought out products free of unnatural additives, 
sodium, and cholesterol. But as the cholesterol 
melted from shoppers' veins, scales fell from 
their eyes, and they began to sense that some-
thing else was missing, lighter shoppers began 
to have heavier consciences. 
"Shopping for a Better World, A Quick & 
Vicki Emmons, Investor: 
"1 deserve to make a profit, but I didn't 
like the way It was being done." 
businesses with good employee, consumer, en-
vironmental and community policies - socially 
responsible businesses. 
SRI brokers say that the screens are not the 
most important element of socially responsible 
investing. The important thing is that investors 
take the first look at what their money does 
once it leaves their hands. There are thousands 
of options, says broker Stephan Hirshon at 
Maine Securities Corp., "It's incumbent on 
people to make the decisions for themselves." 
A few of the SRI mutual funds have paid 
such high returns to investors that they have 
recently been accepted by mainstream inves-
tors. The Parnassus Fund and the Calvert Ariel 
Growth Fund were rated fourth and fifth in last 
year's Standard and Poor fLippert list of best-
performing mutual funds. These funds have 
become attractive even to people who care only 
about making money. 
There is a debate as to why the SRIs do so 
well. True believers say that doing business 
ethically pays off. Doubters say that because 
SRI brokers look more closely at a business 
before investing, they see flaws that a broker 
looking only for a high return would miss. 
Other options 
There are investment options besides mutual 
funds. One of the best known is Working 
Easy Guide to Socially ResponSible Supermar-
ket Shopping" comes to ease the strain of 
today's strain of smart shopping. The 128-page 
guide, published by the Council on Economic 
Priorities, rates 1300 brand-name products 
according to ten categories: charitable giving, 
women's advancement, minority advancement, 
defense contracts, animal testing, social disclo-
sure, community outreach, nuclear power, 
involvement in South Africa, and environ-
mental conservation. 
About the size of those little books of cross-
word puzzles, hairdos, diets, or horoscopes you 
see in racks at supermarket checkout lines, 
"Shopping for a Better World" is a portable, 
updated, condensed, and improved version of 
CEP's SOD-page 1987 volume, "Rating Amer-
ica's Corporate Conscience." CEP's book makes 
consumers more aware of the companies 
behind the products they buy: the real compa-
nies, not the elves making cookies in hollow 
trees and svelt models hawking products so 
light and low in everything you'd think you 
were buying nothing but deliciously flavored 
air. 
The first printing of 150,000 copies sold out 
in less than a month, indicating that the age of 
socially responsible shopping is upon us. And 
at the end of the listings, the book rates CEP 
and provides space for you to rate the company 
where you work, and it sets you firmly on a 
trail to more information not only from CEP, 
but from other sources as well. It sells for $4.95 
Assets, which is a money market fund. Like a 
bank, Working Assets offers savings and 
checking services. Unlike a bank, Working 
Assets invests the deposits in family farming, 
housing and small businesses instead of nuclear 
power, defense industries, or in countries with 
repressive regimes. Working Assets also offers 
its own VISA card. Interest charged on late 
payments is collected and doled out to worthy 
causes at the end of each year. 
Private investing is another option. Commu-
nity loan funds (for affordable housing or eco-
nomic development) and venture capital funds 
(for starting businesses) are the leading private 
investment options, but become complicated 
because they are more heavily regulated . 
Although there are no community loan 
funds established in Maine, private investing is 
flourishing in the rest of the country. Michael 
Kieschnic doesn't like investment in the stock 
market, so he has established a different 
investment structure. He's president of the new 
Sand County Venture Fund in Palo Alto, Ca., 
which lends investors' money to new socially 
responsible businesses. "When you buy stock in 
a public company you really have no influ-
ence," Kieschnic says. 'When you do private 
deals you usually end up on the board of direc-
tors, and you have far more influence over com-
panies." 
The private funds are hard for individuals to 
enter, but the mutual funds are permitted to in-
vest in private funds. Calvert fund has recently 
invested in the Sand County fund, so you can 
too, indirectly. 
And ultimately, the hands-on option is to re-
search and build your own portfolio of invest-
ments. You and a broker can apply screens that 
you may not find in an established mutual 
fund. For hands-on investors, groups such as 
the Council on Economic Priorities produce 
reference books in which corporations are rated 
for their performance in numerous social areas 
- as well as similar guidebooks which consum-
ers can use to apply screens to their shopping. 
(See "Not an investor?" below.) 
Who's buying SRls? 
Money-motivated investors are buying. 
Social activists are buying. Women are buying. 
Three or four women buy SRls for every man 
who does, according to most brokers. More 
women than men have trust funds; some are 
left with lump sums of money when a spouse 
dies. But Eileen Monahan thinks Women are 
more honest about their discomfort with 
money, and they look harder for ways to feel 
good about it. 
In Vicki Emmons' family there was plenty of 
money, but it was a powerful, unmentionable 
CONTINUED on next page 
and can be ordered by dialing toll-free 1-800-U 
CAN HELP. 
At home 
Taking a different tack from "Shopping for a 
Better World" is Co-op America, a nonprofit 
organization that distributes two catalogues a 
year to its members (now numbering 40,000), 
with listings of a variety of smaller businesses 
known for their SOCially, environmentally, and 
economically responsible practices. 
For instance, Co-op's catalogue carries 
listings for companies that produce recycled 
paper products (note cards, wrapping paper, 
toilet tissue). On another page, you'll find 
information on ordering a set of solar-powered 
lights to illuminate your driveway. Cosmetics 
and personal items featured are made by a 
company that does not test its products on 
animals and donates 10 percent of its profits to 
animal rights organizations. 
Co-op America's other publications include a 
quarterly newsletter on building economic al-
ternatives, an annual listing of member organi-
zations (including service organizations), and a 
guide to socially responsible financial planning. 
Co-op America also offers Travel Links, an 
alterna ti ve travel agency. 
Memberships to Co-op America are $20 per 
year, $50 for organizations. For information, call 
1-800424-2667, or write 2100 M Street, N.w., 
Suite 310, Washington, D.C. 20036. 
Dallas Obseruer/ Al/erNd 
ARC BELLIVEAU 
brings Etruscan pottery, painting 
and sculpture into the 20th 
century with his easy care 
sportswear. 
Made of 100% cotton, the 
Etruscan collection is cast in 
ochre, rust, white or black ... 
and is available only at Amaryllis. 
Jun. 15, 1989 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street, 
Portland, ME 04101 
772-4439 
CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT 
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II 
NARRATED EXCURSIONS DEPARTING 8 
TIMES DAILY FROM LONG WHARF 
10 am to 11:30 
Lobster Fisheries and 
Island History Cruise 
12:05 to 12:55 
Lunchtime Harbor 
Cruise 
1:30 to 3:00 
Lighthouse and 
Shipwreck Cruise 
3:30 to 5:00 
Naturalist Cruise 
5:30 to 7:00 
Portland Headlight 
Cruise 
Sunset & Harborlight Cruise 
Sunday, June 25, 7:30-10 p.m. 
• • •• • ••• 
One Long Wharf· Portland· 774-3578 
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And you can 
JUNE 14th - David Good 
JUNE 16th & 17th 
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The Spotlight 
At On camera, we offer 
professional training in: 
-lV-FUM-
- VOICE OVER -
Can you act iii front of a 
camera? 
Can your voice sell a 
product? 
Discover your potential. 
We don't take you apart. 
We put you together. 
EBERHARDT/fli:1PACT 
ON CAMERA - 775-6558 
142 High st. 
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Will Andersoo 
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selection in Portland. 
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Mary Beth Hurt 
Sandy Dennis 
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Portland. Maine 
Ethical investing 
CONTINUED from page nine 
subject. Some of it eventually became Emmons'. 
"1 had to come through a 360-degree change 
in my approach to money," says Emmons, a 
single parent at 42. "Now I realize I'm lucky to 
have it. But 1 want to do something responsible 
with it." She has a warm relationship with her 
broker, David Hills of Portsmouth. And she has 
a comfortable relationship with her money. 
"[ get a good feeling that I don't have to 
cover my fanny," says "You may not always 
get what you want, but you get what you need. 
Basically, I need to accept what I need and not 
be greedy. It feels really right to me." 
Emmons says people have accused her of 
"copping out," trying to appease her con-
science. "1 take offense to that," she says. "[ 
don't think that's the way it works." 
Gregg is a Portland wood worker who has. 
made a couple stabs at starting coop-style bUSI-
nesses over the past few years. He's in another 
partnership now, and predicts that he'll keep 
looking for comfortable ways to work with 
people. He honors boycotts of Coors, Nestle 
and other companies whose policies bother 
him. Gregg moved his money from a conven-
tional fund to the Calvert fund two months ago. 
Gregg says he's disturbed by the power of 
money on Wall Street. Directing the power of 
his own money has gi ven him a feeling of 
control. He says, "So much of the feeling in the 
world today is one of powerlessness. This gives 
me a feeling of empowerment. It feels really 
good." 
Gregg believes that there is social change to 
be had through SRIs. 
"If there were enough socially responsible 
funds they would suck dry all the crap that's 
out there," he says. '1 totally believe it." 
Asked if he's tempted to remove himself fur-
ther from the capitalist machine, and divest his 
money altogether he says, "It would be bad not 
to participate in the system. Avoidance of the 
system would be irresponsible." 
Quick-buck investors aren't buying. Most of 
the SRI mutual funds are long-term invest-
ments. Because the purchase fee is substantial, 
it takes time for the value of the stock to rise 
high enough to cover the fee. Brokers point out 
that people looking for fast action and excite-
ment will be disappointed. Mutual funds 
should be kept for five to 15 years, says Hir-
shon. 
Who's selling? 
Even big names like A.G. Edwards and 
Merrill Lynch are familiar with the Calvert fund 
since it has proven financially sound, and a few 
people are selling a lot of other funds. 
David Hills, a broker with the A.G. Edwards, 
Inc. in Portsmouth, sells nothing but SRIs. 
"This goes back to being arrested at Seabrook 
13 years ago," Hills says. "It's something that 
comes from my heart." He calls himself a "fi-
nancial doctor," saying that he helps people 
confront a deep, dark conflict they have with 
their money. His clients come from all over the 
country. 
Eileen Monahan is a Portland broker who es-
timates that 20 percent of her customers' cash is 
in SRIs. She sells SRIs aggressively, battling 
peoples' tendencies to turn their money over to 
someone else and pretend it doesn't exist. "I 
like to make them look at it." 
There are certain stocks she won't sell, and 
she definitely prefers to sell the socially respon-
sible ones. 
"It's my belief that if people get more in~ 
volved in social responSibility the world Will be 
a better place," she says. "I do think people are 
changing." 
Monahan admits that it would be difficult to 
financially harm a big corporation by selling a 
small amount of stock. For every conscientious 
seller there is a buyer ready to "gobble stock." 
Ultimately, she believes SRIs can create 
social change. "A company like Exxon is 
" M h "In dependent on consumers, ona an says. 
the long run it's up to us as consumers, and I 
think we can make a difference." 
Stephan Hirshon is a broker at Maine Securi-
ties Corporation who moonlights as "Fang" on 
WMPG radio. He is fluent with Working 
Assets, the Calvert family of funds and New AI-
Eileen Monahan, broker: 
"It's really Important to take 
responsibility for your money." 
ternatives, which invests in businesses that 
make environmental equipment. 
"Wealth creates conflict for people," says 
Hirshon. "Owning these stocks is helping lead 
people to understand it' s not the money itself 
that's bad, it' s what you do with it." 
Hirshon isn't sure SRls are the final solution 
to the world's problems, but he says it's a way 
to vote with your money. "You're making a 
start. You're saying we don' t need nuclear 
utilities. We need companies that build solar 
panels." 
After some thought, Hirshon says that 
because the companies SRls invest in are 
socially responSible, "1 would go so far as to say 
that it's ethical to make a profit. When there are 
profits there, there's something for everyone." 
Debating ethics 
The debate over what is ethical is an old one. 
The advent of "ethical" investing gives it a new 
forum. 
Michael Hilliard, assistant professor of eco-
nomics at USM, outlines the argument: "There 
are two traditional views. One is that property 
rights are a natural part of society, and that the 
right to earn a profit off of somebody else's 
labor is a property right. 
"The other view is that making a profit off of 
someone else's labor is exploitation." Investing 
in the stock market generally means becoming 
an owner in each company you invest in. That 
makes you an employer. The profits that you 
reap from your investment, then, are actually 
produeed by someone else's labor. 
Hilliard says the socialist movement of the 
early 19205 adapted this dichotomy to define 
two classes of Americans: producers and 
parasites, the parasites being bankers and 
lawyers. "The idea being that bankers and 
lawyers don't add anything to society, but feed 
off of the transactions," explains Hilliard. 
Anyone who trades publicly held companies 
for profit - broker or investor - could fit this 
description. 
John Case, a long-time labor organizer, and 
regional director for the Communist Party USA, 
takes this second view. "Employment by a capi-
talist always equals exploitation, because he 
pays you less than the value of what you 
produce. If he paid you what you produce there 
wouldn't be anything left for him." Further-
more, he says, to compete in the marketplace 
employers push workers faster and they cut 
corners in health and safety areas. 
But even if investment was ethical, Case says 
that socially screening investments is futile. He 
challenges anyone to give him an example of a 
corporation that has made concessions to any-
thing but regulatory pressure. He says that if 
people want change they have to demand it on 
the public policy level. 
"Investors don't give a sh- about anything 
but the bottom line. Major shareholders, at 
least. If you want to change something in South 
Africa, join a South Africa organization. Get out 
there and do something. If you want to change 
something about Exxon, boycott Exxon. Do 
something." 
Between the cut-throat Wall Street opportun-
ist and John Case there is a range of people 
whose personal ethics allow them to participate 
in the economy to different extents. People who 
partake of SRIs are comfortable becoming an 
owner/employer through screened stock 
holdings. 
"We' re part of that SOCiety," says Hilliard, 
"and it's best to work within that society to 
produce the best reforms. So what can we do? 
Be concerned. Be aware. Do what we can do." 
Citing countless social, environmental and 
political donations that can be made, John Case 
argues that there is more we can do. 
Hannah Holmes invests her time in Casco Bay Weekly, 
which leaves her little to invest elsewhere. 
SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT OPTIONS: 
The list below was compiled by Smith 
Holmquist, Inc., one of about 10 money manag-
ing firms in the country that offer only socially 
responsible services. The Brattleboro, Vt. firm is 
a supermarket of socially screened services, 
handling stock-and-bond portfolios, commu-
nity investment funds and charitable giving. 
These funds are public - they buy into com-
panies that are publicly traded - and are 
purchased through a broker. 
Mutual Funds 
Calvert family: Ariel Growth, Calvert Bond, 
Calvert Growth, Calvert Equity (screens out 
South Africa, nuclear energy, weapons manu-
facturing; screens in safe products) 
Dreyfus Third Century (screens in environ-
ment, employment, consumer protection) 
New Alternatives (screens in alternative en-
ergy and energy-saving products) 
Parnassus (screens in employees, customers, 
community) 
Pax World (screens out liquor, tobacco, gam-
bling, defense contractors) 
Pioneer Family: Pioneer, Pioneer II, Pioneer 
Bond, Pioneer III (screens out tobacco, alcohol, 
gambling; screens in small companies) 
Money market funds 
Calvert Social Investment (screens out South 
Africa, nuclear energy, weapons manufactur-
ing; screens in safe products) 
Working Assets (screens out weapons, re-
pressive regimes, tobacco, alcohol) 
Banks and credit unions 
"When you put money in Maine Savings 
Bank they lend it out to build $400,000 houses," 
says stockbroker Stephan Hirshon. "Is that the 
kind of investment you'd make?" 
If you have money Sitting in a bank, you're 
an investor. Banks pool all deposits and invest 
them, giving you back some of the profits as 
interest. Don Groves of the Maine Bureau of 
Banking says banks file a quarterly "call report" 
with the bureau, but it lists only general catego-
ries of investment. "Other than going directly to 
the bank, there's really no way to find out" how 
your bank is investing your savings. 
But there are places where you can put your 
money and know who will have it tomorrow. 
Credit unions limit their members to a specific 
community, which is either professionally or 
geographically defined. They only accept 
deposits from their members, and they only 
lend money to their members. So your savings 
help your neighbor buy a house. 
The magic of credit unions is that they don't 
need to generate a profit for their stockholders. 
They don't need to squeeze the little people in 
order to feed the big people. They pay as much 
if not more interest on your savings as a bank, 
yet they don't charge as much when they give 
you a loan. 
Asking questions is the best way to keep 
track of what your money is saying about you 
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finest pizza and steak sandwiches. 
Steamers by Open 7 days 
the bucket Complete menu 
and Lobster Lunch & dinner 
dinners. Free parking 
VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS 
BRUNO'S 
33 INDIA ST. 
PORTlAND 
773-3530 
The Gyros (pronounced YEE-ROS) has withstood the test 
of time and taste. An ancient idea - a modern winner! 
THE GYROS 
ONLY $2.49 
Only with this coupon 11am to 2pm thru June 28. 
1373 Washington Ave. at the corner of Allen Ave., 
near Northgate • 797-9030 • EAT IN OR TAKE OUT 
PORTLAND 
HOUSE OF PIZZA -------------------------
\ . 
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• Over 100 paintings, pho-
tographs and scultpures by 
members of the Union of 
Maine Visual Artists are on 
exhibit at the West End 
Gallery, 34 Danforth St., 
Portland. Artsists represented 
in this exhibit include Allan 
Magee union president 
David Brooks, Alice Spencer, 
Lin Lisberger, Norika Sakan-
ishi and Natassia Meyer. The 
opening reception is this 
evening 5-8 p.m. 
Friday is student performance 
night with Celebration Bam 
students performing works in 
progress. The Saturday night 
performances feature guest 
artists. Tomorrow's perform-
ance features Leland 
Faulkner's Light Theater, one 
of the most creative shows in 
the Northeast. The group uses 
mime, theater and shadow 
techniques, and incorporates 
Japanese art and folk tales, to 
create a magical and mythical 
world. Tickets are $5 ($2.50 
for children) and are available 
at the door. 
Celebration Bam is located on 
Stockfarm Road, off Rt. 117 in 
South Paris. For more infor-
mation, call 743-8452. 
Unrequited 
love need not 
always be the way 
with summer romance, 
but the Portland Folk Club 
is celebrating the summer 
solstice with a program 
"Unrequested Songs of 
Unrequited Love." 
See Wednesday ••• 
Center in Brunswick. The 
workshop is led by Emily 
Herman of Georgetown, 
author of "Hubknuckles," 
and will cover the technical 
aspects of writing, including 
what a story is, who you are 
writing for, how to dig 
deeper to tell the story you 
need to tell, what to do when 
you get stuck and how to 
enter the publishing world. 
Participants are invited to 
bring a sample of their work. 
The workshop costs $25 for 
members of the Maine Writ-
ers and Publishers Alliance 
and $30 for non-members. For 
more information, call 729-
6333. 
• Also up the coast, the 
Boston-based folk singer Ben 
Tousley perfonns at 8 p.m. at 
the Curtis Little Theater at 
The Chocolate Church, 804 
Washington St., Bath. 
Tousley's music blends 
traditional and contemporary 
styles with a repertoire that 





Full Moon Fever 
includes topical songs and 
lyrical love songs. Tickets are 
$6 in advance, $8 at the door. 
For more information, call 
729-3185. 
• Payson Park and Baxter 
Boulevard will be closed to 
traffic today for the annual 
Back Cove Family Day. There 
will be music, carnival games, I 
hayrides, wind surfing and a 
petting zoo. Musical perform-
ances are happening on the 
stage in Payson Park: the 
local folk group Devonsquare 
plays at 11:15 a.m., Port City 
Allstars play swing and r&b 
at 1:15 p.m. and The Wicked 
Good Band plays their own 
warped version of humorous 
Maine music at 3 p.m. Special 
events include the Cardboard 
Canoe Race at 12:30 p .m., a 
Family Biathlon, and a 
Sailboard Regatta & Race. 
There is no admission fee, but 
some of the games cost 25 
cents. For more 
information, 
call Portland Rec 
reation at 874-8793. 
• Dr. Richard Kahn, the 
founder of the Maine Society 
for the History of Medicine, 
will discuss the practice of 
medicine 100 years ago at 
7:30 p.m. at Merrill Mem-
orial Library, Main St., 
Yarmouth. For more 
information, call the 
Yarmouth Historical Society 
at 846-6259. 
• The topic of this month's 
meeting of the Casco Bay 
Bicycle Club will be road and 
mountain bike routes in York 
county. The meeting is at 7 
p.m. at the Public Safety 
Building, Middle St., Port-
land. The public IS invited to 
attend and learn more about 
the club and its trips. For 
more information, call 774-
1118 or 829-4402. 
• The American painter 
Walter Kuhn is represented in 
an exhibit opening today at 
the Portland MuseUm of Art. 
Kuhn painted at Cape Ned-
dick between 1914 and 1948 
and he, along with Arthur 
Davies, organized the pivotal 
1913 Armory Show in New 
York that is credited with 
introducing the U.S. to mod-
em art. The exhibit at the 
PMA includes paintings and 
drawings of Maine land-
scapes, portraits, stilllifes, 
handmade Christmas cards 
and cartoons and illustra-
tions. 
• Sex and death. Pedro 
Almodovar's film "Matador" 
opens tonight at The Movies 
on Exchange Street. ''Women 
on the Verge of a Nervous 
Breakdown," one of Almodo-
var's tamer films, caught the 
attention of American audi-
ences last year and received 
an Academy Award nomina-
tion for best foreign picture. 
Other movies by this Spanish 
director are black comedies 
aimed at shocking the sensi-
bilities of his audiences with 
subjects such as nuns on 
drugs and mad mothers. 
"Matador" handles the topic 
of sex and death in the story 
of a squeamish matador who 
envisions murders and can't 
separate his visions from his 
guilt. 
• Or celebrate the summer 
solstice. The Portland folk 
club is presenting a concert of 
''Un requested Songs of 
Unrequited Love" at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Munjoy Hill Observa-
tory in Portland. Admission is 
$5 and proceeds will benefit 
both the Portland Folk Club 
and Greater Portland land-
marks. 
• The Scarborough Marsh 
Nature Center uses volun-
teers to guide the natural 
history walks and canoe. tours 
through the marsh, assist 
with the summer day camp, 
design exhibits, organize 
special events and assisit in 
the Nature Store. The Maine 
Audubon Society is offering 
Saturday. June 24th 
8:00 PM 
Portland Performing Arts Center 
25A Forest Ave. 
10,000 Maniacs 
Blind Man's Zoo 
Paul McCartney ,...---_---..NEW SUMMER 
HIP HOUSE NIGHTS · r::=~~ 
Tickets $13 Call: 774-0465 
Available also at Amadeus Music 
& Gallery Music 
Flowers in the Dirt 
Tin Machine 
featuring David Bowe 
TUESDAYS starting June 20th 
!J/6 SOVNOS fROM ALL OVE/( )~l-t1b1rS 
featuring DJ Master 
Chris Gauthier 
spinning the cutting edge In 
House, Hip Hop, Acid House 
and Rap Dance Music 
featuring live the best in 
regional and national 
original talent. 
Wed, June 21st 
Roger Miller 1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS Records, Tapes and CDs 
10 EXCHANGE ST. 
LOWER LEVEL. OLD PORT 
8:30 - 1 :00 Chem Free 
16 Plus 8-1 Full Bar 21 Plus 
31 FOREST AVENUE. PORTLAND . 773-8187 
two 
volunteers today at 9:30 a.m. 
and again at 6 p.m. The 
training sessions are free. For 
more information on volun-
teer opportunities at the 
marsh, contact Suzanne 
McLeod at 781-2330. 
• The watercolors of 
Winslow Homer are the topic 
of a gallery talk given by 
Allison Perkins at 5:15 p.m. 
and tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. at 
the Portland Museum of Art. 
The talk is free with museum 
admission. For more informa-
tion, call 775-6148. 
• Rockabilly and zydeco 
music in one night will get 
the summer juices flowing. 
Jack Smith and the Rockabilly 
Planet join Mickey Bones and 
the Boogaloo Swamis for a 
show at the Tree Cafe, 45 
Danforth St., Portland. 
• Friday Folk. Several 
Maine folk performers gather 
tonight at the Portland Elks 
Club on Outer Congress 
ner Fare, Glenshane and 
Steve Gillette perform at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $10 in ad-
vance available at MacBean's 
Music in Brunswick, 
Recordland and Cumberland 
Electronics in Portland), 
$12.50 day of the show. For 
information, call 761-2143. 
• Animal Rights 101 is an 
organizing skills seminar for 
the beginning animal rights 
activist held today, 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. at the USM Portland 
Campus Center. A $20 regis-
trption fee includes a vegetar-
ian lunch, an activist manual 
and video. The seminar is 
being sponsored by People 
for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals (PET A) and Animal 
Alliance. To register call, 871-
1048. 
• Witness for Peace, a na-
tional humanitarian group 
which travels to Nicaragua 
and reports on the current 
states of affairs, has discov-
ered the need for an ambu-
lance in a small Nicaraguan 
town. A benefit to raise 
money for the ambulance is 
being held tonight at 
Woodfords Congregational 
Church, 202 Woodfords St., 
Portland. A traditional Latin 
American dinner will be 
followed by a slide presenta-
tion on Nicaragua given by 
Tom and Laura Cathcart, 
musical performances by 
contemporary singer Dan 
Waxman and the contempo-
rary Latin folk group Los 
Hermanos Minsk. The festivi-
ties begin at 6:30 p.m. A 
donation of $8 is requested. 
RSVP's are requested to plan 
for the dinner at 774-9775. 
~------------I I 
I 
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~!Dq The Center for 
THE ARTS 
at the Chocolate Church 
",_,l 
804 W.ashington Stn'tt, 8.ath. MAUle 
LOOKING 
FOR 
June 16-17 Mr. Goodbars-
Old Orchard Beach, ME 
June 23, 24, 25 Rosa's-
Pc;>rtsmouth, NH 
DON'T GET MAD ••• GET UPSET! 
If you're 
apprehensive 
about calling a 
dating service, 
we understand. 
If you're nerv_o_u_s===--~ 
about 
picking 





All we ask is that 














DATING SERVICE U.S. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074 
Llstin?s must b. Nc.lved by 5 pm t ... Thu .. day prior to publication 
Ann Sltomer, Casco Bay W •• kly, 187 Clark St ... t, Portland 04102 
• SILVER 
SCREEN 
Ghostbust ... II The original cast -
Bill Murray. Dan Aykroyd. Ernie Hudson 
and Sigourney Weaver - has returned 
to fight demons fr~m .another 
dimension. Are we certaIn thiS IS only 
the second installment? 
H.at ..... Veronica has a place in her 
high school's most powerful clique. 
which also includes three parcels of 
perfection named Heather. When a 
smooth-talking. cigarette-smokln\!. 
tequila-swilling. mildly psychotiC 
adolescent moves into town and tells 
Veronica that she's too good for 
Heather she falls for him and into his 
scheme' to kill off the school's most 
popular students. Wouldn't you? 
"Heathers" is refreshing because It 
doesn'ttake adolescence too senously. 
But by making a mockery of the 
problems of troubled youth. when 
something sad or mature happens In 
the movie the event stands out . as 
important rather than as an occasion 
for the mushy sen~mentality so often 
associated with growing up by other 
movie directors. 
Gilliam. who the .. 
tasy 'Brazil." In this movie. bme IS 
passed. John Neville plays an 18th 
century nobleman who takes a JOurney 
to save a city under siege. 
Dead Poets Socl.ty Robin Williams 
is both the main attracdon and the least 
endcing feature of director Peter Weir's 
movie about a group of schoolboys In a 
strict New England prep school who 
are inspired by an Enghsh teacher 
(Williams) to look beyond the ordinary 
and to live thair own dreams rather 
than conform to the expecta~ons of 
their parents and schoolmasters . 
Williams' acting does little to inspire; he 
impersonates famous people of the 
20th century reciti~g Shakespeare and 
fills his eyes with water on demand. 
Fortunately his character gives the rest 
01 the story the impetus it needs. to 
carryon without him. Using the haunting 
and mysdcal images that have become 
his trademark. Weir makes the boys' 
initiation into life. love and poetry 
extraordinary. 
Earth Girls AN Easy This movie is 
fun for a while. Julie Brown's song 
about a boyfriend of hers from outer 
space whose touch was a love drug 
must have been the raison d'etre for 
this one. Brown's music and her movie 
are a spoof of life and sex in southe~n 
California. I'd pay $6 to see the musIC 
Video version of "Big and Stupid" again. 
but then maybe the album is cheaper. 
FI.ld of D .. ams Kevin Costner stars 
in another movie about baseball. and 
dreams (not a bad comblnaUon) 
Kostner plays an Iowa farmer who 
builds a baseball diamond on hiS cor.n 
field so that Shoeless Joe Jackson will 
return to play. 
Indiana .Ion_ and t... Last 
C ...... de If you're familiar with any of 
Indy's previous "crusades."you·1I prob-
ably enioy this one too. 
K~9 James Belushi plays a cop with a 
dog chasing drug dealers. 
Matador Pedro Almodovar's movie 
about a squeamish matador who has 
viSions of murders and can no longer 
distinguish between his visions and 
reality . 
Naked Gun The spool cop caper from 
the producers of 'Airplane" is back for 
a summer run. If you like slapstick 
comedy. you' II undoubtedly love this 
one. 
Pet Sernatary The movie versIOn ot a 
Stephen King novel. filmed nght here 
in the Pine Tree State. In thiS one a cat 
gets buried in an ancient I ndian burial 
ground and is transformed into aghoul. 
According to most accounts. the book 
is better. 
Pink Cadillac Clint Eastwood makes 
the day of Bernadette Peters In thiS 
lame slory of a skip chaser, who gets 
tangled up with the wife of an ex-con. 
• • • 
What's Where 
Maine Mall Cinemas 
Maine Mall Road, S Pcw1land 
774·1022 
D .. d Po.I. Society CPC) 
1:30.4.7.9:35 
.1. Trek V IPo-'3) 
II :45. 2. 4:30. 1.2D. 9.40 
No Hol~ B~r.~ (PG-13) 
1:15. 3. 15.5. 15.7.20. 9.2D 
Renegades (RI 
12:50.3.5:10.7:25.9:45 
FIeld of Dr •• ms (PG-13t 
1:30.4.7.9:30 
Indana Jon .. 
and the Last Crusade (PG) 
12:45. 3:45. 7. 9.50 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle, ponland 
772·9751 
(no first show Mon·Fri) 
Gho.lbust ... II tPC) 
1'10 1'40 3:50.4:30.7.7:30. 9:2D. 9:50 
. · .. Uti. Girl. Ar. Eo.y IPG) 
1:40.4:05.7'10.9:10 
Scandal CAl 
4:20.7.9:20 (Ihrough Juno IS) 
1 :30.4:20.7:20.9:30 (Irom Juoo IS) 
5_ No Evtl CAl 
1.45.4:10.7:15.9:15 
Heath.'.IA) 
1:15.4. 7:10. 9:~ 
The Adventw •• o' 
aa .. on Munch.uN" IPCI 
1 :20,4:05.6:50.9:15 (through June 1S} 
Rain Man (RI 
1:35. 4:15. 6:45. 9:30 (Ihrough June 15) 
The Movies 
10 E)(change. PonIard 
772·9600 
WIngs o' Desir. (PGo13) 
June 14-'8 
Wad-Sat at 7. 9:30 
Sat-Son .. 1 
Taxt Ortn' CAl 
June 17·20 
$at-Sun aI 3:30 
Sun-Tue at 7, 9 
Matodor (RI 
June 21-~ 
Wad·Sal ., 7. 9 




Movies are nOl scheduled at press time; 
call ahead to conllrm times 
RalnM_CA) 
7 g-, 5 weekend mals at 1, 3:15 
•..••• No "vIlIR) 
7:15,9:15, weekend mals at 1:15, 3:15 
K·.IPG) 
7, 9, weekend mats at " 3 
Road Hou •• (AI 
7:15,9:15, weekend mats at 1 :15, 3:15 
P.t .. maiMY CAl 
7.9, weekend mats all, 3 
Evening Star 
Schedule SUbj· ect to change 
Tonllne Mal • Brunswick 
729-5486 
Fteld of IIN_ CPG) 
7.9'05 
Prides Corner Drive-In 
Bridgton Road. Waslbrool< 
797-3154 
Open Fnday-Sunday 
Pi .... Cadltt_ (PC.'3) 
8:35 pm 
Road Hou •• CAl 
10:25 pm 
Saco Drive,ln 
Route 1 , Sato 
282-4386 
June 16-22 
Naked Gun (PG) 
8:35 pm 
P.t .. "",tMY CAl 
10:2D pm 
• • • 
Aoad Hous. Patrick Swayze stars as 
a Rambo-type bouncer in a rough-
and-tumble Missouri club. If you hke 
gory gun deaths. beatings. stabbings. 
etc .• this flick is for you."Dirty Dancing" 
it ain·t. 
Aaln Man Dusdn Hoffman plays an 
audstic adult. Raymond Babbitt. who 
has inherited his father's estate. Tom 
Cruise plays his brother. who has just 
discovered his brother's existence and 
has his eye on the inheritance. Unfor-
tunately. Cruise's performance is just 
good enough; he IS diminutive in the 
presence 01 Hoffman. 
Scandal John Hurt is endci"ll in his role 
as Stephen Ward. the SOCIety doctor 
who introduced the lovely Christine 
Keeler 10 the Minister of War Profumo. 
which resulted in the affair that scan· 
dalized Britain's Conservative Party in 
the early ·60s. A fine performance by 
Joanne Whalley-Kilmer as Keeler; she 
plays the ambiguity of her relaoonships 
with all the men in her life wonderfully . 
See No Evil. Hear No Evil For the 
third time Gene Wilder and ~ichard 
Pryor team up. and though the chem-
istry between the two works and though 
thaor talented comedians. they're sad-
dled here with a script that isn't chock 
full of imaginadon or imaginative char-
acters. Wilder plays a deaf newsstand 
operator. and Pryor is a blind man. U s-
ing their available senses. they witness 
a murder related to industrial espi-
onage. The obligatory chasa scenes 
with cops and hide-and-seek with vil-
lains ensue. There are some good 
chuckles here. but not as many as 
you'd expect with Pryor and Wilder. 
Star TNk V They say the Enterprise 
has reached The Final Frontier. but I 
fear William Shalner and Leonard 
Nimoy will never be Lost In Space 
enough for my tastes. This Star Trek 
feature is the first directed by Shatner. 
One word ofwaming. there are Trekkies 
with their paraphemalia at the movie 
theater. 
Taxi Drlv.r Martin Scorcese's classic 
tale of urban loneliness stars Robert 
DeNiro. Jodi Foster. Harvey Keitel and 
Cybill Shepherd. DaNiro plays a twisted 
Vietnam Vet who attempts to liberate a 
12-year-01d prostitute (Foster) from her 
pimp. 
Wings of Desl .. German directorWim 
Wenders' movie is about angels and 
mortality. Bruno Ganz plays an angel 
who falls in love with a trapeze artist 
and wishes to regain his mortality. 
Thursday. 
The Trade (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown 
St.. Portland. 761-2506. 
Hazzayd (rock) Marble Bar. 53 York. 
Portland. '773-5516. 
The Walk... (acoustic/rock) Tree 
Cafe. 45 Danforth. Portland. 774·1441 . 
Happy Campe .. (reggae) The Pound. 
Shore Rd .• Cape Neddick. 
Bob M.loon & the Big Argument 
(rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 Moudon. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Th. Sen .. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market. Portland. 774-5246. 
.Iackson Brown. with David 
Llndl.y & EI Aayo·X (rock) 
Veteran's Memorial Park. Manchester. 
N.H .• 7:30. All seats reserved. $18.50 
and $16.50. tickets available at 
Ticketron. Teletron. all Strawberries 
locations and the Record Exchange in 
the Old Port. For more information call 
603-627-8028. 
·Friday. 
The Sens. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market. Portland. 774-5246. 
Daught.r Judy (rock) Dry Dock. 84 
Commercial. Portland. 774-3550. 
Bob M.loon & the Big Argum.nt 
(rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moudon. 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Aigamarole (rock) Geno·s. 13 Brown 
St. . Portland. 76t-2506. 
D ..... r In D.bt (classic rocklblues) 
LB's Pub. Rt. 302. N. Windham. 892-
8923. 
T ... Boyz (rock) The Brunswick. 34 W. 
Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209. 
Atlantic Jam Mikie O·s. 646 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 772-0005. 
Big Chl.f & t ... Continentals (r&b) 
Raoul·s. 865 Forest Ave .• Portland. 
773-6886. 




~ ~n our patio! ~~ 
~o. v ~ ~ Opening soon, 
~ steamed lobsters, 
clams and our new 
raw bar! 
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT • 
DAUGHTER JUDY 
Fri. I Sat. June 16 - 17 
Fri. / Sat. June 23 - 24 THE WALKERS 
HAPPY HOUR 
4-6 MON.-FRI 
on thc waterfront 
in the Old Port 
84 Commercial Street 
Portland, ME • 774-3550 
Great Moments 
in Raoul's History 






Raoul's opens downstairs ' 
rumpus room 
Raoul's opens outdoor patio 
Raoul's books national 
entertainment 
Raoul's voted #1 nightclub 
in Maine 
Raoul's EXPANDS! 
The same great Raoul's, only BIGGER 
Entertainment Wednesday -Sunday. 
Ticket Info. 773-6886 
Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 
fund5,1989 1 S 
real rock & 
SUN /JUNE 18 
THE BLUES JAM 
ALL DAY! ALL NIGHTI 
MON / JUNE 19 
CRYIN' ONIONS 
Urban folk jam hosted 
by Siaid, Manny & Darien 
ALL ACOUSTIC ONLY 
lUES / JUNE 20 
The RENEGADES 
Tuesday is REGGAE NIGHT! 
THURS / JUNE 22 
SWIMMING 




Ska PerCUSSion Dance Gumbo 
with West Indies overtones 
lUES / JUNE 2'1 
EEK-A-MOUSE 
New Wave Reggae wlfh the 
6 ft.-6 mouse that roars' 
FRt/JUNE 3D 
MALOMBO 
Three African vocalists 
with flutes and guitars 
In support: DARIEN BRAHMS 
and the original WALKERS 
ALL ACOUSTIC QUALITY MUSICI 
SAl/JUlYl 




Direct from Jamaica - first stop 
on his North American tour! 





World's Finest Mandolin Master! 





Boston invasion! 3 Bill BMISsI 
DON'T TRY THIS AT HOME w~h 
QUEST FOR TUNA and 
CLUSTER 
j'W·,·\'tGH 
OPEN MIKE NIGHT 
LOOK FOR: THE NEIGHBORHOODS 
and THE TWO SAINTS with TWISTED ROOTS Fri. 6/23 
IEI:lit.l'n:fiMa']iii!~~1·1l1ffi'IJ 
THE RED LIGHT REVUE 
June 14 Wed Raoul's Dl.nce Party 
June 16 Needlum MA (eve.) 
June 17 Blad< Cat BalhSonesta H<Xe1 
June 18 P(J"Uand Oub (afl) Private 
June 21 Wed. Raoul's Dl.nce Party 
June 23 Fund Railer/Cystic Fi~osil(eve.) 
UbodIands, Falmwth 
June 24 Woifslxxo, NH (aft) 
June 24 King's Grant inn WoIfsOOro (eve) 
June 25 Cruise on the Longfellow· 
P(J"tland Boalleaves a17:3O 
June 28 Wed. - Rawt, Dance Party 
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs. 
CAll 802 
I'm mad as hell 
and I'm not going 
to take it anymore! 
The state legislature is currently considering a 
5% tax on video tape and equipment rentals. 
Videoport opposes this tax because we feel it is 
regressive, It unfairly targets those who can least 
afford it, the low and middle income families who 
enjoy video as a low cost form of entertainment. 
If you agree, please call or write your 
represenative listed below before your disposable 
income is decreased again by increased state 
taxation! 
Sen. Thomas Andrews 
State House Station 3 
Augusta, ME 04333 
1-800-423-6900 
Rep. Anne Rand 
State House Station 2 
Augusta, ME 04333 
1-800-423-2900 
Rep. Herbert Adams 
State House Station 2 






151 Middle St. 
Portland, Maine 
~d~ Low 
I JolJ~t,1l0~~l\totzt, Rates 
"" ;>v- 773-1999 
by Dave Marsh 
Rock & roll confidential 
Don't give the guy a break 
Republican Party Chainnan Lee Atwater' sRed 
Hot and Blue Review, featuring singer Chuck 
Jacksonand Bar-Kays gui tarist Michael TOlesplay-
ed Carnegie Hall May 22. The show was a benefit 
forSkitchHenderson'sNewYorkPopsorchestra. 
Doinga gigfor one of the most unrepentant oppo-
nents of rock & roll is typical of Lee Atwater, He 
uses r&b musidans while ignoring their problems 
and those of their audience. Long before he be-
came chairman of the party that just can't figure 
out what to do about having Klansman David 
Duke in its ranks, Lee Atwater was a flunky in the 
office of his home state senator, Strom Thurmond 
of South Carolina, Thurmond has been one of the 
most vidous proponents of anti-civil rights legis-
lation for three decades. In 1957, he set a record by 
filibustering for more than 24 hours straight to 
prevent passage of the Eisenhower administra-
tion's dvil rights bill, As a frequent cat's paw for J, 
Edgar Hoover, it was Thurmond who inserted the 
vidousattackson dvil rights leader Bayard Rustin's 
sexlifeintotheCo~onal 
Record as part of an effort to 
discredit the 1963 March on 
Washington, 
Lee Atwater became a 
Thurmond aide in 1971 and 
their relationship endured, \ 
By 1978,AtwaterwasThur-
mond'scampaignmanager. \ 
According to a profile in the 
New York Times Magazine, 
when he's back home in 
South Carolina, Atwater 
sleeps beneath a giant pho-
tograph of himself with 
Thurmond and Ronald 
Reagan. 
It would be interesting to 
learn whatStrom Thurmond 
thinks of Lee Atwater's pas-
sion for rock & roll, It would 
be equally interesting to 
know how involved Lee 
Atwater has been in Strom 
Thurmond's anti-music ac-
tivities. These include a let-
ter-writing campaign that 
initiated the government's 
effort to deport John Len-
non, Thurmond wrote his 
first attack on Lennon in 
February 1972and by March 
Lennon's visa had been 
cancelled, For the next three 
years, Lennon fought for his 
right to remain in America 
while Lee Atwater worked his way into the inner-
most precincts of Thurmond's office, 
A decade later, Thurmond's wife was one of the 
15 notorious congresSional spouses who con-
founded the PMRC, and it was Thurmond, in his 
role as chainnan of the Senate Judidary Commit-
tee, who demanded that the record industry bar-
gain with the censors. 
Lee Atwater's record as a political consultant is 
littered with race-baiting along the lines of the 
Wi1lieHorton inddent.Asa result, his love forr&b, 
however authentic, can't help but smack of a rich 
plantation owner's delight in "his" darkies mak-
ing music .. , and knowing their place. That's what 
makesitimperative to keep Atwater from electing 
himself Mr, Rhythm and Blues, 
The noose tightens 
Three network shows scheduled to be aired 
during the May sweeps (Crimes of Passion II, 
Scandals II, The Prize Pulitzer) were pulled due to 
a lack of advertising. Potential sponsors bailed out 
because they feared the programs' subject matter 
would lead to boycotts of their products by the 
Christian Leaders for Responsible Television, led 
by the Rev. Donald Wildmon. Theimplicationsfor 
rock & roll are even more ominous. Almost every 
touring band in America either has a corporate 
sponsor or plays at a venue with one. ills means 
that Rev, Wildmon, sitting on his throne in the 
Mississippi town where Elvis was born, can take 
control of our music whenever he chooses. If he 
doesn'tlikesomebody'smusicorrressage, Wildmon 
can simply threaten the band's or venue's sponsor 
with a boycott, And he'll win, as both the pulling 
of TV shows and the Madonna/Pepsiaffairprove, 
The Missouri legislature has approved a bill 
that will allow rock groups to be sued if theirmusic 
"inspires a crime." Since the statute is elaborately 
vague, the only way bands can be safe is to stick to 
Debbie Boone covers. If you're wondering what 
happened to the Constitution, the CongresSional 
Research Service (an arm of the U.s. Congress) has 
concluded that guarantees of freedom of speech 
1/ 
/ 
do not protect contempo-
rary music from govem-
ment legislation. 
Perhaps taking heart 
from this novel interpreta-
tion of the Bill of Rights, the 
Coalition to Stop Pornog-
raphy in Johnson County, 
](an., is on the verge of 
forcing a grand jury to 
convene to intimidate local 
video store owners. Given 
the climate in neighboring 
Missouri, there's a good 
chancethestarchamberwill 
drag in music, too, 
Poplife 
• Five years ago, the 
pressmercilesslywhupped 
on Michael Jackson for the 
Victory tour's $30 ticket 
price, This summer, the 
Rolling Stones tour is ex-
pected to carry a $35 ticket, 
which isjustas muchoutof 
line with other acts prices. 
It'll be interesting to see 
whethertheStonestakethe 
same kind of heat for 
gouging thei rfans. 
• Now You're Getting 
the HangofIt: A new study 
by the Congressional Of-
ficeofTechnologysays that 
40 percent of all Americans 
over the age of 10 copy prerecorded music at 
home. That's twice'as many as a decade ago. 
• Every time a Houston Astro hits a homerun, 
the local TV announcers toast it by saying, "Glenn 
Davis [orwhoeverl, this Bud's for you," Well, they 
won' t be saying it anymore for Davis, who has 
insisted that he wants nothing to do with promot-
ing drinking to kids, Davis's stand seems espe-
dally timely in the wake of the May 9 death of the 
fine young country singer Keith Whitley, who 
expired from acute alcohol poisoning, Whitley's 
drinking problem began at age 15. 
• Speaking of incentives to self-destruct, Philip 
Morris and CBS Records have agreed on a deal 
where free CDs are included in special three-packs 
of Parliament Lights. Buy a carton and you get a 
discount on a Sony CD player. 
Dave Marsh expresses his opinions on music, politics and 
cigarette smoking once a monlh in Casco Bay Wee/cly. TIUs 
oo/urnn is aczrpted from Rock & Roll Confidential. Sub-
scriptions are $24 a y/!Jlr from Box 15052, Long Beach, CA 
90815. 
Friday. 
The Force (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York, 
Portland. 773-5516. 
Phlsh (funk) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, 
Portland. 774-1441. 
Greater Portland Rock·otfRecord 
Release Part)' with Trooper and 
Pheadbac, 7:30 pm at the Reiche 
School in Portland. Admission is $5 at 
the door, $3 in advance. For more 
information, call 874-9002. 
Contra Dance with the Crooked 
Stovepipe Band, 8:30-12 midnight at 
the Chestnut Street Church, behind 
City Hall, Portland. Admission is $3. 
Folk Dancing Traditional Quebecois 
social dancing and Cajun couple 
dancing with the five-member Canadian 
band Josephine and special guest 
accordionist Norman Gagnon, 7:30 pm 
in Chase Hall Lounge, Bates College, 
Lewiston.Admission is $41$2. Formore 
information, call 786-6330. 
Radio FI),er (r&b) Horsefeathers, 193 
Middle, Portland. 773-3S01 . 
Islandslde (reggae) The Pound, Shore 
Rd., Cape Neddick. 
Saturday. 
The Sense (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market, Portland. 774-5246. 
Bob Meloon & the Big Argument 
(rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 MouUon, 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Don't Try This At Horne, Quest for 
Tuna, Cluster (rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown St, Portland. 761-2506. 
Deeper In Debt (classic rocklblues) 
LB's Pub, Rt. 302, N. Windham. 892-
8923. 
Daughter Judy (rock) Dry Dock, B4 
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550. 
The Bo)'z (rock) The Brunswick, 34 W. 
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2209. 
Bill St .... t (iazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore, 
Portland. 871-0663. 
The Force (rock) Marble Bar, 53 York, 
Portland 773·5516. 
Phish (funk) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, 
Portland 774-1441 . ' 
Radio FI)'er (r&b) Horsefeathers, 193 
Middle, Portland. 773-3501. 
Islandslde (reggae) The Pound, Shore 
Rd, Cape Neddick. 
Chartie Brown Organization (salsa! 
swing) Mikie O's, 646 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 772-0005. 
Dave Mallet $8 Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave ., Portland. 773-6886. 
Songwriters' Night Ann and David 
Dodson, Portsmouth 's Harvey Reid and 
Aztec Two-Step's Rex Fowler, 7:30 pm 
at the Waldo Theatre, Main St. , 
Waldoboro. For ticket inlormation , call 
832-6373. 
Ben Tousle)' (folk) 8 pm, Curtis Little 
Thealer, The Chocolate Church, 804 
Washington, Bath. TIckets are $6 in 
advance, $8 at the door. For more 
information, call 729-3185. 
Sunday. 
Big Chief & the Continentals (r&b) 
every Sunday 5-8 pm aboard Casco 
Bay Lines, departing Irom the Ferry 
Terminal , Franklin and CommerCial , 
Portland. For ticket information, call 
774-7871 . 
Music Jams Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm 
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland. 
772-2739; Blues Jam Session 12-6 pm 
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-
144t ; Reggae Jam Session with Dani 
Tnbesman 7-11 pm Raoul's, 865 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-6886, Open Mike 
Night at Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 
774-1441. 
Wing and a Pra),er (rock) Old Port 
Tavern , 11 Moutlon, Portland 774-
0444 
Savo)' Truffle (rock) The Pound, Shore 
Rd , Cape Neddick. 
Celtic Harpists Laura Rile)' and 
Michael MacSean (traditional music 
from Scotland, Ireland, Wales and 
Brittany) 7:30 pm, Olin Arts Center 
Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston . 
Tickets are $51$3 For reservalions, 
call 786-6135. 
Redemption Singers (gospel) Elim 
Assembly of God, 756 Middle, Bath. 
Free, 10:30 am, child care available. 
For more information call 443-2663. 
Monday. 
Folk Night Acoustic Jam Tree Cafe, 45 
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 . 
Wing and a Pra),er (rock) Old Port 
Tavern, 11 Moutlon, Portland. 774-
0444. 
Tuesday. 
In The Flesh (rock) 'Summer in the 
Parks- series 7 pm at the Bandstand in 
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. Free and 
open to the public. 
Bad Habits (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moutlon, Portland. 774-0444. 
Portland Folk Club Summer Song 
Swaps will be held the first and third 
Tuesdays in June and July at the 
Munjoy Hili Observatory, 7:30 pm, $1 
donation requested. Open to all, 
performers and listeners. For more 
Information call 773-9549. 
Wednesday. 
Bad Habits (rock) ad Port Tavem, 11 
Moutlon, Portland. 774-0444. 
Kopterz and EI Cld (rock) Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441 . 
OD)' Osboome (metal) 7:30 pm, 
Cumberland County Civic Center, 
Portland. Tickets are $16.501$17.50. 
For more information, call 775-3481. 
In The FI_h (rock) T-Bird's , 126 N. 
Boyd, Portland. 773-8040. 
The Benders (rock) The Pound, Shore 
Rd., Cape Neddick. 
Unrequested Songs of 
Unrequited Love (folk) Love songs 
presented by the members of the 
Portland Folk Club, 7:30 pm, Munjoy 
Hill Observatory, Portland. AdmiSSion 
is $5. For more information, call 773-
9549. 
Roger Miller (new music) Zootz, 31 
Forest Ave .. Portland. 773-8187. 
Red Light Revue (r&b) every Wed at 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 
773-6886. 
dancing. 
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu : house 
music and new music; Fri : Post Modern 
- all ages; Sat: latest dance music; 
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House-all 
ages; Wed: new wave - all ages. 773-
8187. 
The Exchange Club, 33 Exchange, 
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30 
am on Fri-Sat 773-0300. 
Boogie Bash Alcohol and smoke-free 
dance first Friday of each month: July 
7, Aug 4, 9 :30 pm-12:30 am at Ram 
Island Dance studio, 25A Forest Ave, 
Portland. Admission is $3. 
Kiss Club Night for singles Fridays, 8 
pm at the Ramada Inn, outer Congress 
St., Portland. 773-1688. 
upcoming. 
Paul Stooke), and the Bodyworks 
Band (folk) June 23, 8 pm, Maine 
Center for The Arts, UniverSity of Maine 
Orono. For ticket information, call 581-
1755. 
Turtle Island Strtng Quartet (jazz) 
June 24, 8 pm, Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 25A ForestAve. , Portland. 
TIckets are available at the PPAC box 
office, 774-0465. 
Lakeside Center for the 
Perfonning Arts in Lewiston needs 
volunteers to work as ticket takers, 
traffic directors, stage builders, liner 
controllers and security staff. The 
season schedule is as follows : Portland 
Symphony Orchestra July 15,7:30 pm; 
Emmyfou Harris Aug 5, 7:30 pm; Ray 
Charles Aug 27, 3 pm. For more 
information, call 777-5262. 
Eighth Annual Maine Music 
Award Show features performers 
including The Wicked Good Band, TIm 
Sample, Red Light Revue, Bellamy 
Jazz, Broken Men and Greg Powers. 
Jay Leno will open the show. July 2, 
2:30 pm at Thomas Point Beach, 
Brunswick. 
Bob D),lan July 15 at the Seashore 
Performing Arts Center, Old Orchard 
Beach. Tickets are available at the box 
office, Ticketron and Teletron (800-
382-8080). For more Information , call 
934-1731. 
Jazz It Up Brad Terry and The Friends 
of Jazz are offering a series of jazz 
workshops at the Schoolhouse Arts 
Center al Sebago lake beginning Aug 
2. Minimum reqUIrements forenrollment 
are an ability to play the chromatic 
scale on an inslrument. All partidpants 
are subject to approval by The Friends 
of Jazz. Sessions are Wed mornings 
Aug 2, 9 and 16. Fee is $75 with a non-
refundable registration fee of $1 O. For 
more informatIOn, call 642-3743. 
Elvis Costello Aug 16 in Veterans 
Park, Manchester, N H Tickets are 
available now at Slrawberries, Record 
Excharl!1e and Ticketron. For more 
information, call 603-627-8028. 
Bigfoot Stole M)' Wife and Other 
Stortes Mad Horse Theatre's final 
production of the season is a collection 
sppofson tabloid headlines. Showtimes 
Thu-Sun, through June 18, Theater of 
Fantasy, 50 Danforth, Portland. 8 pm 
Thu-Sat, 7 pm Sun. TIckets $13/11. 
For ticket information call 797-3338. 
A Funn), Thing Happened on the 
Wa), to the Forum Stephen 
Sondheim's musical performed by the 
Actors Theatre of Maine through June 
22 at The Ogunquit Square Theatre in 
OQunquil. fOor reservations or more 
information, call 646-5151. 
Brigadoon Lerner and Lowe's musical 
about a sleeping Scottish town that 
awakens for a Single day each year 
through June 25 at the Maine State 
Music Theater, Pickard Theater, 
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
Performances are Tue-Sat at 8 pm 
with 2 pm matinees on Wed, Fri and 
Sun. Tickets are $10-$20. For more 
information, call 725-8769. 
Celebration Barn The.ter 
Storytellirl!1, mime, magic, juggling, 
acrobatics, comedy, improvisation, 
dance and vaudeVille is performed 
Friday and Saturday evenings through 
Labor day. Friday is student 
performance night. Saturday will feature 
guest artists. TICkets are $5, $2.5(1 for 
children and are available at the door. 
Celebration Barn is located on 
Stockfarm Road, S. Paris . For more 
information, call 743-8452. 
American Ballet EastTwofull-length 
ballets, "Hansel and Gretel ' and apiece 
inspired by the Mendelssohn Violin 
Concerto, will be p'erformed June 17, 7 
pm at the Waterville Opera House and 
June 24, 2 and 7 pm at City Theater, 
Biddeford. TICkets are $12 and $8. For 
more information, call 878-3031 . 
Rul_ of Engagement by Thorn 
Watson Studio Theatre World premier 
play about the Vietnam War June 23-
24 and June 3O-July 1, 8 pm at The 
Center for the Arts, 804 Washington, 
Bath. Tickets are $10/$8. For more 
information, call 442-8455. 
Frankie and Johnny in the Clai .. 
de Lune Terrance McNally's play 
about the love affair between two 
middle-aged New Yorkers June 23-
July 9 althe Theater Project, 14 School 
St., Brunswick. Performances are Thu-
Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm. TIckets are 
$101$8. For more information, call7'2!3-
8584. 
New England Vaudeville Festival 
Three days of performances and 
workshops held June 23-25 in Gardi nero 
The Wright Brothers perform Friday, 
June 23, 7:30 pm at the Gardiner Area 
High School. Day on the Common 
Celebration takes place Saturday with 
performances by over 30 artists. 
Sunday at 1 pm begins the Gardiner 
Rotary Club Celebration. For more 
information, call 582-3119. 
Planetartum Shows Southworth 
Planetarium, 96 Falmouth St., Portland 
(USM campus). Astronomy shows: 
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday at 
7:30. Laser light shows: Wednesday 
'Son of a Well-Tempered Laser" 
(classical) 8:30 pm, Friday Pink Floyd's 
"Dark Side of lhe Moon' 8:30, and 
Saturday "Top 40 Show' 7:30 and Pink 
Floyd's ' Dark Side of the Moon' 8:30. 
Admission is $3 for adults, $2 for seniors 
and children. For more information, 
call 780·4249. 
Back Cove Famil), Da)' June 18, 11 
am-4 pm, Payson Park. Activities, 
entertainment and special attractions 
such as Cardboard Canoe Race, Family 
Biathlon, Sailboard Regatta & Race 
and Firemen's Foam . Also , 
Devonsquare, Port City All Stars, 
Wicked Good Band and Shoestring 
Theatre. No admission fee, but some 
of the games will cost 25 cents . For 
more information call Portland Rec at 
874-8793. 
2nd Annual Designers Show to 
benefit the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation 
June 23, 7:30 pm at the Woodlands 
Club, Falmouth. Fashion show and 
dancing to the music of the Red Light 
Revue. Tickets are $25. For more 
information, call 733-0133. 
Giant Yard Sale June 24, 9:30 am-2 
pm at Trinity Episcopal Church , Forest 




Union of Maine Visual Artists Show 
Over 100 paintings, photographs and 
sculptures by union artists June 15-
July 14 at the West End Gallery, 34 
Danforth St., Portland. Opening 
reception June 15, 5-8 pm. 775-7949 . 
Gallery 127, 127 Middle, Portland. 
Florals and stililifes by Lynne Drexler 
June 16-July 15 (gallery closed July 1-
10). Opening reception is June 16,5-7 
pm. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 
12-4 pm. 773-3317. 
Saxena Art Gallel')', 27 Wharf St. , 
Portland. Photographic exhibition of 
works by William Neill, David Bloom 
and Don Weiss. Opening reception 








For actual visual tune 
into ·Oul on the Toum.", 
Could you unmask Portland's six mystery artists? If you 
followed the clues on Channel 24's "Out on the Town" 
or on WCll - FM or in Casco Bay Weekly,you may have 
guessed the identity of: 
1. Charlie Brown of the Charlie Brown Organization. 
2. Danny McCusker of Ram Island Dance Company. 
3. Toshiyuki Shimada of Portland Symphony Orchestra. 
4. Richard Hamburger of Portland Stage Company. 
5. Rose Morasco, Portland photographer. 
6. Sheila Bellefleur of the Casco Bay Movers Dance Company. 
r 
\ -




Hilda Taylor correctly identified the six local artists 
and won an extravagant weekend for two "Out on the Town". 
The grand prize weekend includes wining and dining at 
some of Portland's most upbeat resLaurants, admission to 
some of the most exciting arts and entertainment venues and 
limo service to and from their luxurious accomodations in 
one of Portland's finest hotels. 
Channel 24, Casco Bay WeekJy and WCll would like to 
thank all those who participated in the contest, as well as 
the following sponsors who helped make this exciting 
weekend possible: Alberta's Cafe and Restaurant, Uncle 
Billy's Southside Bar-B-Q, Charlie Brown Organization, 
Prestige limosine, Portland Symphony Orchestra, Portland 
Museum of Art, Portland Stage Company, Ram Island Dance 
Company, SonesLa Hotel Portland, lootz. 
To stay in touch with what's happening, tune in 
to "Out on the Town ." Portland's show case for 
the arts and entertainment airs every weeknight 
at 7 p.rn. and Tuesday and Thursday at 10 p.OL 
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15THU Reaching/or the Moon 
16 FRI The Little Princess 
17 SAT Emperor Jones 
18 SUN Never WAVE at a WAC 
19 MON Delightfully Dangerous 
20 TUE Meet John Doe 
21 WED KiPps 
Charlie Chaplin Carnival 
A Married Woman 
Shoot the Piano Player 
Ballad 0/ a Soldier 
Alexander Nevsky 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 
Wise Trading Co. Inc. 
~98 Congress Street, Portland 1 rcJ) 772 -3:32 ~~ 
~ ~. Jt, 
Diamonds • Gold • Silver • Watches WI' 
Rings • Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments 
Tools • Antiques· Guns • VCRs 
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU 
498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston 
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta 
"We buy anything worth buying" 
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SUMMER FITNESS 
ON SALE NOW!! 
SAVE SAVE SAVE 
$50 off our summer special prices 
with monthly dues as low as $12. 
Students -
Call about our Summer 
specials 
CALL TODAY!!! 
offer expires 6/17/89 
Rear of 170 U.S. Route 1 
Falmouth, ME • 781-4502 
Cross my heart and hope to die. 
The stitching will hold, 
the zipper won't break 
and it will make you 
look young and 
beautiful forever! 
ThePlace~ 
425 Forest Avenue, Portland 
Near Interstate 295 
774-2091 
• SUBS 
• PASTA DINNERS 
• FRIED DINNERS 
• COLD DRINKS 
• TAKE-OUT 
Choosing the NBA champions 
The lesser of two evils 
Ham-string (haemstrln) 1. n. (In man) 
one of the five tendons of the thigh 
muscle behind the knee. 
If you are a betting person or just like to be 
rightfor the hell of it, the above definition and an 
awareness of the NBA finalists overall hamstring 
health are aU you really need to know to predict 
the pro hoop championship outcomes game by 
game. 
Times keep changing. I remembernot too long 
ago when the NBNs major concern was to pre-
vent its players from getting strung out on drugs. 
Now the deal is to avoid becoming strung out on 
reality. Motown's prophet of victory Isiah Tho-
mas of the Pistons pullsa hamstring. Silky Smooth 
Byron Scott of the LA Lakers pulls a hamstring. 
MVP of the NBA and King of the Court, Magic 
Johnson, pulls a hamstring. What a bunch of ham 
bones! Three of the same injuries in a row -
boring. 
On a more serious note a pulled hamstring 
hurts like you have just been shot in the thigh. It 
continues to pulsate and throb and the pain in-
tensifies if you move it significantly in any direc-
tion. This medical aside is not courtesy of any 
local doctor. I have first leg experience. Last week 
while playing softball, I pulled my right ham-
string while running out a ground ball. I was 
forced to stay in the game because we only had 10 
players (and Americans don't forfeit barring 
death or natural disaster). 
Back to the NBA finals and some hot tips. 
Detroit will win easily in five games for a myriad 
of reasons; (1) They have a better damping, 
choking, swarming, take no prisoners, down-
right lethal type of defense. (2) The Pistons re-
bound like their livesdependedonit, which they 
probably do. (3) Detroit is writing a new book on 
shot blocking. It's called "In Your Face, LA,Etc." 
Forgetstar Wars, John Salby alone could get a job 
from the Defense Department knocking down 
missiles and batting them out of bounds. (4) The 
triumvirate. Piston guards are unconscionable 
shooters, who defy the laws of gravity and phys-
ics. As soon as any of them crosses half court, 
you're talking about a high percentage shot. 
After they win another five consecutive NBA 
titles, Isiah, Microwave and Joe Cool Dumars 
should retire scrimmaging the Harlem Globe-
trotters 3 on 5. (5) And most importantly, basket-
ball fans, the single biggest factor why people 
won't say LA anymore is because the Lakers 
have two hamstring injuries and the Pistons have 
only one. Our Daly bread forbid, if another De-
troit player pulls the proverbial hamstring. eve-
rything changes. You should then disregard all 
the above reasons and get back to me. 
Intruth, I know not why I am so sad. I never 
dreamed it was conceivable to root for the Detroit 
Pistons. My physician feels it is a simple case of 
total visceral irritable bowel allergic chronic 
hatred of the Los Angeles Lakers dating back to 
1984. It's a hamstring of a situation to be in. It's 
sort of like having to pick a winner in arm wres-
tling contest that features General Noriega and 
Oral Roberts. Who's less ruthless? I have no 
exquisite reason to wish for a game in Boston 
Garden right now - but reason good enough. 
The home court advantage won't playa cru-
cial role in the NBA finals. Pulled hamstrings 
hurt equally bad on the road as well as at home. 
What could be extremely interesting is if an 
announcer, say Brent Musbergeror Hubie Brown, 
pulls a hamstring in the booth. This would cer-
tainly limit the broadcasters mobility to cover the 
injured hamstrung athletes in the locker room 
and we'd miss inane quotes like "Hi, Mom" and 
"It really hurts. Hope to back next game but it's 
up to my trainer and my agent." I don't even 
want to think about the loss of such in-depth 
coverage. 
When it comes righi down to it, the NBA 
season is structured after the Great Wall of China 
- they both seem to goon forever. By the time you 
get to the end of either, your hamstrings are shot 
and your tolerance is history. If the NBA finals 
are not already over, to make it through another 
game or two, drink plenty of liquids and pray for 
the World Series. 
Mike Quinn sold his soul to get the Celtics into the finals . 
Thedevi/lW. 
out +f town 
O'Farrell aallary, 46 Maine St, 
BrunSWick. "Figures and Landscapes· 
drawings and paintings by Gc!n:Ioil 
Ca~isle with sculpture by Christopher 
Gowell through July t9. 729-a228. 
Play L ........ hIp One-day worf<shop 
Workshop for students and 
professionals who work in day care 
recreation, hospitals, camps, schooi 
systems. group homes and social 
services June 21 at the USM Portland 
Campus. Fee is $45. Registration 
deadline is June 16. For more 
information, call 780-4170. 
Ho ... Sound Ga1l8l'l_ North 58 
Maine. SI., Brunswick. ·From' the 
Twenties to.the Present: group show 
O N 
of roster artisrs new work as well as 
III vintage American worns oi art. Hours: Tue-Sat 10:30 amoS pm. .1- Audubon Socl.t" 118 U.S. 
RI. 1. Falmouth. Wood scul ture 
~ Richan;lLewis~roughJUne~ Exhi~ of wlnmng entnes 10 the second annual 
WILL 
~~~~~~P~~~~t~~r:,~~ 
How 10 Put tho "Spocla" Back In 
Spocl~lI, Retailing Workshop on 
enhanang merchandise display and 
pOjishing sales techniques June 2S. I-
ii pm at the Harraseeket Inn, Rt 1. 
Freeport. Thework~p is led by Marcia 
Feller, who has deslQned sales training 
programs for leading retailers and for 
government administered pl'O$lrams. 
Reg!stration for the workshop IS $50. 
Registration deadline is June 16. For 
more information, call 773-6952. 
ar+und town 
Portland M .... um of Art Seven 
Congress Square, Portland. Hours: 
Tue-Sat, 10-S; Sun, 12-S' Free on 
Thu.r~day evenings, S-9: Current 
exhibits: Italy Real and Imagined' 
Etchin\ls by Piranesi and the Villa 
Blttnccl (through July 16); Perspectives: 
Lisa AI!en (through July 30); "Raven's 
Grove, a major painting by Andrew 
Wyeth (through 1989); Skowhegan '89 
(throl!Qh August 20). Walter Kuhn: 
Paintings, Drawings, Prints (June 20-
Aug 19). 775-6148. 
Nane, Margoli. Gallery, 367 Fore, 
Portland. Outdoor Design ·Garden 
Show· with works by Mark Johnson 
Abby Huntoon and Sharon Townshend 
through June 22. 775-3822. 
Right Banque Caf. 22S Federal 
Portland. Paintings by Natalie Brinzow 
through mid-June. Hours: 11 am-4 pm. 
774-3074. 
G .... nhul Gall.rI •• , 146 Middle 51. , 
Portland. OrlOlnal artwork bv Connie 
Hayes, Ed Phaies.ScottSandel, Glenn 
Renell,JakeDahmen, Margaret Babbitt 
and others through June 30. Hours: 
Mon-Satl 0:30 am-S:30 pm. 772-2693. 
Th. Plalna Gallery, 28 Exchange 
51., Portland. Pottery by Mellissa 
Greene and photography Doris 
Hembroughthrough July 7. Hours: Daily 
10 am-6 pm. 774-7500. 
Barrldoff Gall.rI •• , 26 Free St, 
Portland. Works by gallery anists June 
15-July 1 Also, 19th and early 20th 
Century American an. Gallery hours' 
Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm, Sat 12 noon-4 
pm. 772-5011 . 
Danforth Str •• t Galler" 34 
Danforth, Ponland. Momma, an exhibit 
that attempts to capture the idea, spirit 
and essence of Mother Exhibit 
continues throuRh June 23. 775-1833. 
Art Gall.ry at S'x Deering, Portland. 
Newpalntlngs by Frank Federico Also 
new works in pastel by Timothy Park~ 
nd other artists represented by the 
gallery. Both exhibits continue through 
June 24. Hours. Tue-Sat 11 am-5 pm 
during the first two weeks of the month· 
by Chance. or appointment thereafter' 
772-9605 
S.wy.r St .... t Gallery, 131 Saw~&r 
St., S. Portland. Works by Marian Baker 
Sharon Townshend, Lynn Duryea ' 
Abby Huntoon, Nancy Carrol ana NancY 
Nevergole. Gallery hours are Sat 11 
am-6 pm and by appointment. 767-
7113. 
Tho Artl.an., 334 Forest, Portland. 
Employee Art Show through July 7. 
772-5522. 
Th. DeVil'. M ... lc: Portrait. of 
lho. Blu.. Photographs of blues 
mUSICians from Memphis to Chicago 
by Myron Samuels at the Portland 
Performing Ans Center, 25A Forest 
Ave., Portland. Exhibit will continue 
through July 9 and may be vieWed 
during performances at PPAC 
Stein Gla •• Gallery, 20 Milk St., 
Portland Laroe blown olass and wood 
construc!Jons by Kathleen Mulcahy 
June 1 ~uly 30. 772-9072. 
D.S. LlII.t, 468 ForeSt., Portland. Color 
photographs by Arthur Fink through 
July. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-6 pm, Sat 
10 am-S pm. 772-3881. 
Pine T.... Shop and Bayvl.w 
Gall.ry, 75 Market 51. , Portland. 
Exhibit of floral paintings by Nancy 
Glas~man , Susan Van Campen, Sean 
Momssey and others through July 8. 
Hours: Tue-Sat 9:30am-5:30pm. 773-
3007. 
pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-Spm. 781-
2330. 
Art In tho Gardon Outdoor sculpture 
show June 17-18, 9 am-4 pm at 
Auc:ocisco Nurseries, 13 Memorial 
Highway, N. Yannouth. 688-4488. 
Fre~rt HI.lorical SocI.I, is 
looking for a volunteer to work in their 
museum store. Duties include greeting 
customers, explalnln!J the histOly of 
the house and specifICS of the shop's 
merchandise, assisting in pricing 
goods. light housekeeping and 
research. For more inlormation, call 
the Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
Will Anderson, author of ''8_r 
N.w England," will be at Books 
Etc., 38 Exchange St. Portland June 
• 
17. after 11 :30 a.m. For more 
information, call 774-{)626 
TIM Practlc. of Medicine 100 
-%..----------- y ..... Ago Richard Kahn, M.D., will 
O F F III 
diSCUSS what It was like to be ill in the 
1880s, and the practice of medicine 
100 years ago June 19. 7:30 pm at 
Memll Memorial Ubrary. Main 51., 
Yarmouth. For more information call 
the Yarmouth Historical Society aI846-
6259. 
Saf. Depo.lt Box •• Public seminar 
offered by the American Institute of 
Banking on contracts, keys, operations, 
power of attomey, Will searches and 
legal relationships June 28, 6:30-a:30 
pm ay USM Portland. Registration 
deadline IS $25. For more Information 
call 772-7842. ' 
An Ov.rvl.w of .Journall.m · 
Cont.r for Natlv. Art is offenng Workshop taught by Lyn Riddle on 
three ongoing classes : Ancient An of news wnting and interviewing June 24, 
Papermaking for children (ages 6 and 10 am-3 pm at the Maine Writers 
up) and adults, June 17, 1-4 pm ' and Center. 190 Mason 51., Brunswick. 
Mural Painting for children ages Ii and Cost IS $2S for MWPA members, $30 
up June 23-25. To register or for more for non-members. For more 
information, call 442-6399. inlormation, call 729-6333. 
Gan.ry Talk Lisa Allen discusses her 
work. which is currently on exhibit at 
the Pordand Museum of An, June 15 at 
5:1 5 pm. and June 16 at 12:30 pm at 
the museum. The talk is free with 
museum admission. For more 
information, call 775-6148. 
Painting. for tho P .... ldonl'. 
Hous. William Kloss, author of an 
upcoming book on fine an in the White 
House, speaks June 15, 7:30 pm at the 
Portland Museum of An, Congress Sq .• 
~ortland. Free and open to the public. 
Wm.'ow Hom.". Wal.rcolo ... is 
the topic of a gallery talk being given 
June 22 at 5:15 pm and June 23 at 
12:30 pm by Allison Perkins at the 
Portland Museum of An. The talk is 
free with museum admission. For more 
Information. call 775-6148. 
Summer Exhibll of Photography 
Entnes for the summer juried exhibit 
should be submlned to the Chocolate 
Church, 804 Washington 51., Bath on 
Wed. July 5. Entries may be in color or 
monochrome but must be framed and 
ready to be hung. A maximum of three 
pnnts may be submitted. The show 
opens Jury 7 and continues through 
July 22. There is no entry fee for the 
members of the Center for The Ans. 
Non-members will be charged $5 for 
one entry, $8 for two entries $10 for 
three entries, to help defray th'e cost of 
the exhibit For more Information call 
442-84SS. ' 
Bowdoin College M .... um of Art 
is offering introductOly training for 
volunteers docents. Docents provide 
general tours of the exhibitions to 2500 
nr mOrA <chool children and adults 
each year and are frequently asked to 
go Int!! the schools 10 give slide shows 
and . In-school presentations as 
previews to or summaries of museum 
visits. Training requirements include 
two·hour seminars offered by museum 
stalf, and audit of an an history course 
and attendance at all lectures and 
gallery talks at the museum. Once 
fralned, docents are asked to return 2-
4 service hours each week on a flexible 
schedule. For more information contact 
Helen Dube at 725-3064. ' 
Soulh Afrlc. Motlalepula Chabaku 
exiled United Methodist Reform 
Minister and member of the African 
National Congress, will speak on South 
Afncan women and children and 
discuss the U.S. Senate's effons to 
pass sanctions against South Africa 
June 16, 7:30 pm at the Immanuel 
Baptist Church, 156 High 51., Portland. 
Free and open to the public. For more 
Informahon, call 774-9833. 
Main. P.opl.'. Allianc. helps 
citizens have a voice in environmental 
andconsumerdecisions that affect their 
lives. The group is looking for a 
volunteer to work in their offices, to do 
data entry, answer the phone andassist 
with general clerical work. Specific 
research .and support projects will be 
arranged In the future to SUI! the abilities 
and interests of the volunteer. For more 
information. call the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
VI.lon 2000 Citizen Stakeholders 
forums Citizens are asked ID share 
ideas about the future of Greater 
Portland; housing, land use, growth 
and change are amon\! the topics to be 
considered. Community meetings are 
as fC?"ows: June 15, 7-9:30 pm, Lakes 
Region High School, Rt 302 Naples. 
For more information, call 773-8655. 
Cong..... Square Gall.ry, 594 
Congress, Portland. Watercolors by 
Carlton Plummer, hand-colored 
photographs by David Klopfenstein and 
black & white photographs by Donald 
Duncan through July 8. Hours: Mon-
Sat 10 am-5 pm. 774-3369. 
lIal_ Potl .... Mark.l, 376 Fore 
St, Portland. Earthenware for the home 
by Christian Ridge Pottery through June 
23. Hours: Sun-Wed 10 am-6 pm Thu-
Maine Touring Artl.t. Program 
Design and Architecture has been 
added in the Maine Ans Commission's 
Touring Artists and Artist in Residence 
Programs. Application deadline is July 
1. For more Information, contact the 
Maine Ans Commission, State House 
Stabon #25, Augu sta, Maine 04333 or 
call 289-2724. 
One Y.ar Lat.r: Th. Closing of 
P.nob.cot Poullry and tho 
Tran.ltlon of a V.t.ran 
EmpJo,.. at the Ponland Public 
Library, Level One through June 29. 
The photographs and oral history 
document the Impact on the community 
when such a traditional industry 
vanishes. 773-4761 ext 110. 
Poopl.'. Regional Opportunll, 
Program, the Community Action 
Agency serving Cumberland County. 
!S now accepting nominations for low-
Income representatives to its Board of 
Trustees from the City of Por~and. 
Nommees must reside in Ponland 
Nominations will be accepted until June 
23. Official ballots will be mailed to all 
PROP Fuel Assistance recipients in 
region VI. Ballots will also be mailed 
upon request to other low·income 
residents in Portland. For more 
information. call 874-1140. 
Sat 10 am-9 pm. 774-1633. ' 
Maine National Bank, Main Lobby, 
400 Congress. Ponland. Paintings by 
Frieda Lundberg. through June. 
schools+libraries 
Bowdoin CoII.go Mu.eum of Art 
Brunswick: "Recent Gift: Selections 
from William H. Alexander Collection· 
through June 18. Stories to Tell: The 
Narrative Impulse in Contemporary 
New England FolkAn (June 29-Sep 3). 
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-apm, Sun 2-5 
pm. 725-3275. 
Thoma. Memorial Library 6 Scott 
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth.' "Down 
Under,· paintings by Thomas Connolly 
through July 7. 799-1720. 
South Portland Llbrar" 482 
Broadway, S. Portland. Drawings and 
reliefs by Yvonne Janks Kellog through 
July 4. 799-2204. 
Writing Book. for Chlldr.n 
Workshop taught by Emily Herman 
covers technical and artistic aspects of 
wnbng for children June 17 10 am-3 
pm at the Maine Writers Center 190 
Mason 51., Brunswick. Cost is $25 for 
MWPA members. $30 for non-
members. For more information call 
729-6333. ' 
N.w "MIllion Dollar" Brldg. 
Neighborhood input is needed to 
complete plans for a new bridae June 
20. 7:30 pm at the People's EJuilding 
155 Bra~kett 51., Portland. Areas 0; 
concem Include a poSSible beach street 
on ram~, lighting, pedestrian access, 
harborYIew park and traffic flow during 
construction. City and state officials 
representatives of the department 0; 
tr1!nsponation and members of the 
bridge design team will be on hand to 
ans~r questions and to discuss 
eXisting plans. Contact Suzanne Hunt 
at 77S-{) 1 05 for more information. 
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MAINE STATE ~~i:;~-::'~ USIC THEATRE 
Victoria Crandall - Executive and Artistic Director 
BRIGADOON II \L .',2' II \L _.l 
THE MUSIC MAN OPE\S JI \L 27 
Tues_·Sat. 8 pm 
\"ed., Fri .. Sun. 2:00 pm 
eo< 
T~~" 725.8769 Located on Beautiful Bowdoin College Campus, 
BrunSWick, Mame 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~ new and professional 
Ii! organization molded from 
the area's most legendary bands. 
Ill laYing ... R & B, Motown, Sixties Classics, Swing and 
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels. 
Now booking for 
weddings, special events, 
company and private parties. 
Call: 774-4349 
or767-0873 
June 16· Raoul's 
• Every Sunday' 
Casco Bay Lines 
Summer Excursion Series 
Fl:LLSIZE 
Ll:Xl:RY E:\TERTAI:\VlE:\T 
Here's an amaZing sports fact ... Did 
you know that a 12-year old boy 
once won a gold medal at the 
OlympicsL .. He holds the record as 
the youngest person ever to win a 
gold medaLHe was 12-year old 
Bernard Mal ivior of 
France, who won a 
gold medal in the 1952 
Olympics by serving 
as the coxswain in a 
rOWing 
event...Youngest girl 
ever to win an 
Olympic gold medal 
was 13-year old 
Marjorie Gestring of 
the U.S., who won a 
swimming event in the 1936 games. 
What is your favorite food when 
you have friends over? Steak? 
Chops? Next tlmewhy not make 
it really special. Surprise your 
guests - serve Michelob. Miche-
lob is a special kind of beer-one 
that was origlnaIly conceived as 
a perfect companion to food. 
One of the strangest jinxes in ?ports 



































concerns New York Met games played 
on Thursdays ... The Mets jUst can't 
seem to win on Thursdays .. .!n their 
history, they've lost most of their 
Thursday garnes, and one year they 
didn't win a game on Thursday all 
season-losing every one 
they played! Can you 
guess who was the last 
catcher to win the batting 
championship of either 
the National or American 
leagues? .. No catcher has 
done it since Ernie lom-
bardi won the National 
League batting title way 
back in 1942. Did you 
know Anheuser-Busch 
first introduced Michelob as Amer-
ica's finest draught beer. Yes, it 
was featured in fanlOus restaurants 
all over the U.S. Today, of course, 
you can enjoy the superb taste of 
Michelob ondraughtand in bottles 
and cans, too. Pick up a 6 or 12 
pack or two ofMichelob and make 
your favorite meal an unexpected 
pleasure. 
All the high school 
graduating classes. 
Congratulations! 
Notice of Early Deadline 
In ord~r.to enjoy ~e July 4th holiday, our listings & 




20 o.sco &y Wukly 
DULL 
RELATIVES? 
Bring them to Just Black & White and 
we'll make them sparkle again. 
We can copy and 
enhance your old, 
faded photographs 
and make as many 
enlargements as 
you like. 
JUS r We'll also process and print all types of 
black & white film. 
We can convert to 
black & white from 
your color originals. 
54 YORK STREET 761-5861 
CoscoBav 
""EEKLY 
20,000 papers in 
over 450 locations! 
Available in Brunswick at: 
UNCLE TOM'S MARKET 
PIZZA JOINT 
MISS BRUNSWICK DINER 
SUNSHINE CENTER LAUNDRAMAT 
TESS' MARKET 




REGIONAL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
PARKVIEW HOSPITAL 
BOWDOIN CAMPUS 
TRUE JOY YOGURT 
TONTINE MALL 
DAY'S NEWS & VARIETY 
THE WORKS 





BEN & JERRY'S 
LAVERDIERE'S 
J & J CLEANERS 
GULF OF MAINE BOOKS 
MORNING GLORY NATURAL FOODS 
FROSTY'S 




HOME VISION VIDEO 
LITTLE PROFESSOR BOOK STORE 
WASH VILLAGE II 
Young F.tt .. ,. Prognm at the 
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers 
a support group for young fathers every 
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups 
are held on the second Tuesday of 
each month. For more information, call 
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221. 
T .. n .nd Young Adult Clinic at 
-''--::?''''''=--------=:--- Maine Medical Center, Mondays 4-8 
pm. Appointments are requested, but 
walk-ins are weicome. For people ages 
13-21. For appointments or more 
information, call 871-2763. 
Anim.1 Right. 101 Basic lifestyle 
and organizing skills seminar for the 
beginning animal rights activist June 
24, 9 am-5 pm at the USM Portland 
Campus Center. $20 registration fee 
includes vegetarian lunch, activist 
manual and video. Sponsored by 
People for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals (PETA) and Animal Alliance. 
To register call, 871-1048. 
Nlc .... g ... n Ambul.nc:. B.neflt 
Traditional Latin American dinner 
followed by a slide presentation, music 
by Dan Waxman and Los Hermanos 
Minsk June 24, 6:~ pm at Wooclfords 
Congregational Church, 202 
Woodfords, Portland. $8 donation . 
RSVP at 774-9775. 
T ... .,.upport is a non-profi~ non-
sexual, social and educational peer 
support group for transsexuals, 
crossdressers, their families, friends 
and people interested in gender issues. 
Meetings are held every other Sunday 
at 6 pm. For more information, call 854-
3528 or write to Transupport, P.O. Box 
17622, Portland 04101. 
The AIDS ProjM:t, 22 Monument 
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many 
support groups around Portland for 
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and 
friends of PWAs. For more information, 
call 774--6877. 
• 
Adv.neecl W.lght T ... lnlng .nd 
Conditioning Six-week session for 
high school athletes ages 15-18 begins 
Monday, July 10. Glasses will be lield 
Mon, Wed,andFn, 10.30am-12 noon. 
Fee is $85. Registration deadline is 
June 29. For more information, call 
Lifeline at 780-4170. 
Bik. M.lnt.n.nc. & S.'et,. 
ChM:k Clinic. Trouble spots and 
preventive maintenance are the topics 
at these dinics held every Saturday 
morning through June 24, 9-10 am, at 
the L.L Bean Retail Store, Freeport. 
Sm.1I Bo.t H.ndllng One-<Jay 
workshop for novice recreational 
boaters include hands-on training on 
board SMVTl's 32' motor vessel offered 
June 17, 24, July 1 or 8,9:30 am-5 pm 
at SMVTI, S. Portland. Fee is $50. For 
more information, call 799-7303 x 244. 
• OUT· --"---
& L "'i.~.~='7'?':"~ DS 
1, Oak Hill, Scarborough. Rides are 
tINIIhB .. vIor.ndPubIIcPolc,. 1()'20 miles; rizza after. For more Bug Plctu .... Workshop for children 
Bingham Consortium. for Health information ca Keith at 799-1085. ages 3-5 June 15, 10 am and 1 pm at 
Research Seminar Series June 15, C.n_lng .ncI K.,..klng for the Children's Resource Center 741 
4:30--6 pm at the Dana Cllnter, Maine Women New Routes will be offering Slavens Ave., Portland. Cost is $1 per 
Medical Center. Free and open to the thefoHowing trips forwomen during the child. To regislar call 797~25. 
public.Formoreinformation,call780- months. o~ Jun'! and Ju~y. Pre- Sc.rboro~hM."hS_r!>-, 
4540. reglstrabon IS reqUired on.all trips: June C.mp SIX one-week sessions 
Getting Unstuck Workshop offered 16-18, Sea kayaking cliniC on the New beginning July 10 focus on a theme of 
June 17 by Pamela Chubbuck, Meadows River; June 19, Full moon environmental study for a specific age 
Yarmouth Professional Arts Building, paddling trip in Harpswell; July 2-8, group. Enrollment for camp sessions is 
37 U.S. RI. I, Yarmouth. For more Midooast sea kayeking trip; July 9,Sea limited. Registration information is 
information, call 846-C800. kayek day trip in Quahog Bay; July 13- available by contacting Carol leMere 
Full M_n C.ncllellght Vigil in 16, Rites of Passage: Sea Kayeking at the Maine Audubon Society at 781-
support of mother earth and all her Journey in Penebscot Bay; July 18, 2330. 
inhabitants June 19, 9 pm at the socoer Full moon padding trip in Harpswell;. c.t.rpm.,. .nd Butt.rfll •• Crafts 
field parallel to Rt. 295, Baxter Cove, July 20, Sea kayak day triP In workshop for chUdren ages 3-5 June 
Portland. For more information, call Muscongus Bay; July 20-29, AIIa\l8sh 2()'22, 27-29, 10 am and 1 pm al the 
774-C308. Wilderness Waterway canoe tnp; July Children'S Resource Center, 741 
E.tlng DI.ord.rs Aw.r.n... 24-28, Walking Gently, Paddling Stevens Ave., Portland. Cost is $1 per 
W •• k is an international effort to Gently: A Mid-Summer Women's child. To register, call 797-C525. 
promote awareness and education Retreat For registration or more Llonwltch Puppet The.t.r Program 
about eating disorders Oct 23-29. Informabon, call 729-7900. forkidsofall ages presented by Frances 
Volunteers and funding is needed to Appalachl.n Mount.ln Club Field Silenzi of Freedom June 20, 7 pm at 
achieve objectives locally. There will courses and trips: Sprin~ in the the parish hall of the First 
be a meeting for people Interested in Mountains hiking and exploring, June Congregational Church, Black Point 
becoming volunteers June 19, 3:30 pm 17-18 and 24-25; Land Above the Rd., Scarborough. Free and open to 
at Westbrook Community Hospital, 40 Trees, mountain ecology, June 18-23; the public. For more information, call 
Park Rd., Westbrook. For more Beginner Backpacking and Camping, the public library at 883-4723. 
information, call Donna Bryant or June 3O-July 2; Lands and Legends of C .. tl. M.klng WON.hop Woil<shop 
Suzanne Murawski at 854-8464. the White Mountains, mountain history for children ages 6 and up June 21, 
Women'. Voices, Work Cholc.. and folklore, June 3O-July 2. For more 3:30-4:30 pm at the Children'S 
Workshop empowers women to create information or to register, call 603-466- Resource Center, 741 Stevens Ave., 
the life they need and want June 23, 2727. Portland. Cost is $1 per child. To 
6:30-9:30 pm and June 24, 9:30 am- C •• co B.,. Blc,.cl. Club Yoil< register, call 797-C525. 
4:30 pm at 56B William St, Portland. County bike shop owners will discuss R.ptor Ecolog,. Owl & hawk 
• Led by Barbara Babkiil< and Nancy road and mountain bike routes in their presentation by ecologist Jim Parker 
Rankin Houtz. For more information, county June 20, 7 pm at the Public June 21, 10:30 am at the Portland 
call 761-0071. Safety Building, Middle St., Portland.· Public Library, Monument Square, 
R_plt. T ... lnlng C .... Progr.m For more information, call 774-1118 or Portland. Free and open to the public. 
offered by the American Red Cross .829-4402. Rides are as follows: June For more information, call 773-4761 . 
Aug 1-24, Tue and Thu evenings, 6-9 18, 10 am, Wells Area, 35 miles, meet Summer Acting Instltut. Intensive 
pm at 524 Forest Ave., Pordand. The at Wells IGA on Rt. I, 10 am, 892- classes for young people in grades 5-
course trains people to care for 0207; June 21, 5:50 pm, Pineland 12 July 17-Aug 4, Mon-Fri 9 am-t2 
developmentally disabled children from Center, Class 2-M-15 miles, 829-4402; noon. Students will study mime, 
birth to 20 years of age. The course is June 24, 10 am, Scarborough Marsh improvisation, character and scene 
free. Work is available on a flexible Ride, meet at Laverdiers at Oak Hill, development Classes are given in 
part-time basis. For more information, 883-5984; June 25, lOam, Kennebunk Codman Hall, St Paul's Episcopal 
contact Ann Harriman at 874-1192. area, 30 miles, meet at UNE In Church, Brunswick. Cost is $200. For 
Whol. Foods C_klng CI..... Biddeford, 774-3936 or 799-t085. more information, call the Young 
Series of three classes July II, 18, 25, Sc.rborough Mar.h N.tur. People's Theater at 725-9379. 
6-8 pm, in Portland. Fee is $45. For. C.nter needs volunteers to guide S .... mer Art. Prog ... m for children 
more information, call 774-8889. walking and canoe tours through the ages 7-16 at the Schoolhouse Arts 
P .... n .. Anon,-mous Volunteers are marsh along. with other activities. this Center at Seballo Lake be.glnnlng In 
needed as group facilitators for Parents summer beginning June 26. Training July. Courses Include acbng, vocal 
Anonymous, a weekly self-help group session for volunteers will be offered training, new games, folk music, arts 
for abusive or potentially abUsive June 21-22, 9:30 am: 12 noon, June and crafts, art, and dance. For more 
parents. Volunteers will be called upon 22,6-8 pm. For more Information, call Informabon, cal! 642-3743. 
to attend two-hour meetings and be 781-2330 or 883-5100. M_nw.lk Exhibit celebrates the 20th 
available for phone calls outside of M.lne Se.c_.t Blk. R.II,. Bike, anniversary of America's firsl moonwalk 
group. To be qualified for this position camp and swim in the Penobscot Bay through June 30 at One Monument 
you need an understanding of family area. Rides on island and inland areas. Way, Portland (enter 11-13 Free St.). 
Interaction, child development and the Bake. bean supper. Registration Hours: Mon-Sat.9 am-5 pm; Sun 11 
underlying causes of child abuse. For deadline IS June 23. For more am-4 pm. AdmiSSIOn IS $2.50 per 
more Information call the Center for information ,call 774-11180r774.()()84. person; children under 2, free. 
Voluntery Action at 874-1015. Bird W.lks Maine Audubon Society Admission price includes admission to 
South.m M.lne A .... Agene,. on offers free bird watching walks the Children's Museum. 
Aging is looking for a volunteer to Saturdays throUQh June.24. All walks Storl .. for Kids Portland Public Li-
deliver rneals to shut-ins on Tuesdays, begin at7 am, rain or shine. The June brary (773-4761): Mon, Wed and Fn, 
11 am-12 noon. Round trip involves 24 walk is being he~ at Scarborough 10:30 am (stories resume June 19); 
driving for 151020 miles and volunteer Marsh. For more informatIOn, call Riverton Branch Ubrary (797-2915): 
will be reimbursed 22 cents per mile. Phyllus Farr at 781-2330. Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough PublIC 
For more information, call the Center Spring Point Seiling School at Library (883-4723): Wed, 10:30 am 
for Voluntary Action at 874-1 015. SMVTI offers week-long sessions and 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 
R.tlred SenIor ClU_n Prognun through Aug 11 on sailil1Jl 21' keel pm (5-6 year oIds); PrinceMemorialLi-
can match up any person 60 or older boats. Sessions areoHeredln boIh the brary, Cumberfand (829-3180): Wed, 
with a volunteer job of hislher own afternoon and evening. For more 10:30 am (2-3 year oIds); Thu, 10:30 
choosing. For more information, call information, call 799-7303 x 244. am (3-5 year olds). 
Priscilla Greene at RSVP, n5-6503. C.sco B.,. BIc,.cle Club'. 24-ft0ur Flicks lor Kids Portland Public Library 
A.R.T.S.Anonrmo_WeeklyI2-step ~otlln .• 774-11.18. F!ecor~.ed (773-4761): Sat, 10:30 am andTue at 
support Qroup to help artists sunrender tnfonmabon on the bike club s exciting 3:30 pm. 
to a'eativrty and help each other achieve ride schedule. 
artistic freedom Saturdays, 10 am at M.lne Audubon Socl • .,. FI.1d 
Walker Memorial Librarytn Westbrook. Tripe July 1-2: Hi~ng over:night in 
For more information call Peg at 854- N,H. 's White Mountains, $80 Indudes 
1493. ' hut and two meals. Puffin Watching 
.pr •• slon .nd M.nlc Trips Saturdays during July from 
Dep ..... 1on Anon,-moua Support BoothbayHarbor,$18.WhaJeWatching 
and information group meets Mondays trips June 24, July 22, Aug 26 and Sep 
7pmatWiliiston WestChuroh, Thomas 16 from Kennebunkport, $25. 
Sl, Portland. Donations accepted. For fleserva.tions are required. For more 
more information, call 874-0800. InformaUon, caN 781-2330. 
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roomma es 
ROOMMATE WANTED, 
female to share two bedroom 
apt. in East Prom. area, with 
smokeless and drugless 
professional male, 35. Drug 
free atmosphere 
guaranteed. $200 monthly, 
includes full size bed. 
Available mid June. Leave 
message during day time or 
call 775-2224 after 4pm 
TWO HOUSEMATES M 
or F, to share three bedroom 
house in Portland. LR, DR, 
modern kitchen, sun porch, 
WID, garage, yard, and 
plenty of storage. Must be 
considerate, easy-going, 
and a non-smoker. Pets ok. 
$275 per month plus 1/3 
utilities. Call 772-7936, leave 
message. 
ROOMMATE needed for 
July 1. Prefer 30 plus male or 
female, considerate and ma-
ture, responsible. Rent $200 
per month, security deposit, 
utilities approx. $60 per 
month. Call 773-C364, ask 
for Doug. Keep trying. This is 
a house in a quiet neighbor-
hood. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
to share sunny, spacious 
home in Por~and, near Fal-
mouth with this professional, 
out doorsey female. Large 
yard, garden, WID, two 
baths. Non-smoker, no 
drugs, $325 per month. 773-
- SQ33 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
male 30-35, responsible to 
share a two bedroom,1 1/2 
bath apt. in Scarborough. 
Sundeck, parking, WID 
hookup, WW carpet $282 
plus utilities. Call 883·5670 
M/F ROOMMATE in their 
20s needed for the summer. 
Apt. is 5-10 min. walk from 
USM. For more info. call 76t-
3958 
notices 
Gay? L •• bian? 
Join thousands of I.~ians and gay 
IMn in Maine. Subaaibe to OUr 
Paper. For free sample and lUi>. 
scrip':ion info-p'ock lmoiled in a 
plai n envelope) write to: 
.. P.OBoxl0i4.d ~ 
Our P"""!J 0.1'1. Z 
PortkJnd, Moine 04104 
RESPONSIBLE college 
aged young man (non-
smoker) would like to share 
apl. or rent room in your 
home. I work full time. My 
family is moving and I would 
like to stay in the Portland 
area. Call Eric 772-0752, 
evenings 
OM Qul.t, professional, 
reliable wants to share 
house or apt. in 
Portland,seacoast area. No 
drugs. Looking for stable 
friendship type environment. 
CBWBox295 
FEMALE room ate to share 
spacious Spruce SI. apl. 
with small yard, parking and 
storage space. I'm a chern-
free, responsible, alternative 
lifestyle, progressive 
fun/serious artist. $275 plus 
1/2 utilities. Security de-
posit. Available July 1. 772-
1967 (leave message for 
Lori) 
SHARE HOME on 
Highland Lake with friendly 
family. VCR, laundry, meals 
optional. $325. No smoking. 
Call 892-839t 
FEMALE ROOMMATE 
needed July 1 to share glori-
ously, sunny, two bedroom 
apt. in West End Portland. 
$200 per month plus utilities. 
Looking for someone who IS 
stable, non- smoking, pet-
less and good-humored. Call 
eves or leave message at 
775-5018 
HOUSEMATE WANTED: 
Clean, neat and quiet to 
share large apt. with MIF, 
Woodford's area. $150 se-
curity deposit. $240 per 
month including utilities. Call 
after 6pm 772-70 t5 
ROUND TRIP United Air-
line ticket "anywhere in USA" 
$225. Travel must be com-
pleted by June 26. Call 772-
1967 (leave message) for 
details. 
AFFORDABLE housing II 
$69,00 for first home buyers. 
Beautiful townhouse in quiet 
residential area of Biddeford. 
Two spacious bedrooms, full 
bath and full basement. li-
onel Roy ERA Home Sellers. 
Office 774-5766 or 283-
1023. Home 934-2202 
BY OWNER. Gray. Com-
pletely renovated three bed-
room cape with barn. It has a 
full dormer, two bathrooms 
and a beautiful porch and 
deck. Gorgeous pine and 
hardwood floors throughout. 
$115,000.797-5887. 
LAKEFRONT year-round 
house. Convenient to Port-
land or UA. Two plus bed-
rooms, glorious views, great 
swimming, boating, x-coun-
try skiing, and hiking. Priced 
low at $122,000. Owner seil-
ing. No agents. Marc at 829-
6513 
DESIGN CONCEPTS Co. 
State wide personal design 
consultants for new home 
construction. Currently has 
for sale, new 2,500 sq. ft. 
hand crafted mahogany con-
temporary home in nice 
country neighborhood. Just 
20 miles to coast, commute 
to the Augusta/Waterville 
area (207) 426-9118 
I (.], '3 i \ 'I jt'l i f'lf _ 
WESTBROOK, Oak St. 
Spacious two bedroom, fire-
place, hardwood floors, 
modern kitchenlfamily room 
with small deck. Garage and 
NEED FURNITURE? Why 
not rent with option to buy. 
TVs, furniture and appli-
ances from Rent-A-Set. Elm 
st. Topsham, ME. 729---6637 
ii' SNARK SAIL boat. 
Excellent condition. 6 yrs .. 
old, used only 10 times. 
Asking $200. Call 774-2135 
weekdays or 375-4320. 
Evenings. Ask for Jeff. 
KOMFORT 24' Travel 
Trailer, 1983. One owner, 
well-maintained. Fully 
equipped and extremely 
clean. Asking $7500.00. Call 
729-4260 after 5pm. 
FOR SALE: Toilet - Gas-
Storeburn - Excellent condi-
tion. Includes all pipe. $1000 
or best offer. Call 766-2831 
saling 
LINCOLN CANOE 1988 
fiberglass and kevlar, white 
hull, ash rails and caned 
seats. 18"6" long, 651bs. 
Good wilderness touring and 
family boat. $800. Call 879-
6019. Ask for Jay. 
LYNDA BARRY and 
"Ernie Pook Comeek Fans", 
now is the time to get on our 
mailing list. We carry all the 
books, T --shirts, and posters 
created by Lynda Barry. 
Send your name and 
address to: Mad Poodle, Box 
99093-CB, Seattle WA., 
98199-0093 
WHISTLES The Rape Cri-
sis Cenler has whistles 
available for $3. Great for 
key chains - also come with 
breakaway neck chain. Pro-
ceeds benefit the RCC 24-
hour hotline for victims of 
sexual assault. Call 774-
3613 for more information. 
HALF"DUPLEX. Cape 
Elizabeth. Two bedrooms, 
living room, dining room, 
kitchen, den, and bath. Full 
basement with washer dryer 
hookup. Private yard and 
driveway. Lease, security 
deposit and references. 
Available July t $750. 799-
140t or 871-Ct12 
full basement. Five minutes r--------------------, 
to Exit 8. $650 plus utilities. 
ATTRACTIVE, affordable 
office. 553 Congress St. 
Second floor. 450 sq. ft. 
Great visibility. Private bath, 
heat included. $350, nego-
tiable. 773-4220 or 773-5175 
child care 
CASCO BAY Montessori 
School summer programs 
featuring arts, nature and 
dance. Five consecutive 2 
week sessions 6119 through 
8/25 . For information call 
799-2400 
879-C748 
ARTISTS - Old Port ware 
house studio to share begin-
ning July 1. Approximately 
600-700 sq. ft. with 12ft. 
ceilings. Three individuals to 
split $300 monthly rent. Call 
Scott at 761-2940 
EXPERIENCED part-time 
baby siller needed in my 
Portland home. Responsible 
non-smoker with own trans-
portation preferrad. Refer-
ences. Call 774-9217 
I t·til:.'.'! I it~_ 
LOST. Sadly missed grey 
tiger tabby cat. White paws, 
face and neck. Very vocal 
and friendly. Missing June 4, 
Deering Street area. LARGE 
REWARD. Please call 774-
6357 
FOUND SOMETHING? A 
pet? An obviously lost be-
longing? Earn your good cit-
izenship honors by placing a 
classified in CBW. "Found" 
items are listed FREE as a 
public service. 
~--­
"The Gasting Natural ist~.o. 
SAil INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES 
ALONG COASTAL MAINE 
For Brochure and infornMtion : 
Capt. Michael P. O 'Connor 
THE COASTING NATURALIST 
DiMillo's Marina, long Whart 
P,Q BOl( 7572 • Portland. ME 04112 
12071 772·888b 
5 A 
C E N T R 
SAILING SCHOOL & YACHT CHARTER 
Basic Salll", COlWR! 
C~U1 erui"", Course 
~~~l;;'Ctw1et Coun~ 
Sail &: rower 
I.1re Boal & Capuined 
O.aily Of Weddy 
774-9774 
nox 4 Union Wh.rf'. Porlland Maine 0410] 










THE HOLISTIC MUSIC 
Studio. Voice, piano 
lessons, children and adults. 
Suzuki piano. Adult begin-
ners (or restarters) encour-
aged. Discover the musician 
within. Summer music read-
ing classes forming. 773-
8250 
574 Congress 5t. 
(Above Record Land) 
761-8084 
DJ'S for all occasions. 
Weddings, parties, private 
functions. Featuring the best 
in contemporary dance mu-
sic. Reasonable rates. Call 
772-1384 
TRI-COUNTY Dog Training 
Club offers obedience 
classes in Portland for be-
ginner and advanced dogs. 
Puppy classes are also 
available. Sessions start 
every few weeks. Call 773-
8887 
It.] :11.1 t:.'i~] P. "M;j p.to't.-1 rrr;y: •• ,f,] t, [::] :W::t~ •• iF. i l::t. ... ..,d IIPI~ ~i m ['£3 ~F. i.~ :l'n .... I."1!':!:!."I. 
CLASSIFIED POLICY 
Classified ads must be paid for in ad-
vance. We accept cash, personal checks, 
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD. 
Consult the RATES in the coupon to deter-
mine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are 
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for 
all types of classified advertising is Monday 
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's 
edition. Ads received after the deadline will 
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili 
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual 
services for money or goods, or ads with 
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full 
names, street addresses or phone numbers 
in the PERSON TO PERSON section. 
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST 
either provide a Post Office Box number in 
their ad our use the CBW BOX SERVICE 
(rate information in AD FORM). All informa-
tion pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON 
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco 
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize, 
r-------------------------------------------,------------------------------
! CPleaseread 0 U po n cMiSCOFiAyAWEELKELY: 
I . Classified Department 
the caw All charges are per w •• k 187 Clark Street 
PC:~"yfbe"~OIe Individual Business Portland, Maine 04102 If you derive regular income U 30 d $ $ 
completeing his 'rom the subjects(s) of your p to wor s 5.00 7.00 
farm. Write legibly Classified Ads(s) please 31-45 words 7.00 9.00 
or type, Rnd use use the business rate. 46-60 words 9.00 11.00 
additional paper And thank you for Each Add'i word .15 .21 
if necessary. choosil19 casco Bay Weekly CBW Box Service 3.00 5.00 
MESSAGE: __________________________________________ ___ 
PREFERRED CATEGORY: ___ --'-_____ _ TOTAL WORDS: __ _ 
Not for publication: We need the following information 
to print your ad. It will be held in s~ict confidence. 
NAME ______________________________ __ 
ADDRESS ____________________________ __ 
CITY ______________ _ 
STATE _______ ZIP CODE ______ _ 
DAYTIME PHONE ____________ _ 
PAYMENT: Check __ _ Money Order ___ _ 
Mastercard __ _ Visa __ _ 
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate con- BASIC RATE (from above) Credit Card # ______________ _ 
tent,etc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of + ___ EXTRAWORDSAT __ ¢ EACH + ___ _ 
omissions in, or a failure to insert, any adver- CBW BOX SERVICE (oplional) + ____ _ 
tisement for which it may be responsible, 
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in SUBTOTAL = II! I 
which error, omission or failure to insert oc- NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN x_1Ii' 
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biz services 
IS UNSIGHTLY brush, 
alders or.amalilrees blocking 
your view or preventing you 
from strolling through your 
property? Heavy duty brush 
cutter, chainsaw and truck 
for hire. Call Ted anytime. 
871-8967 
FORMER Accountant for 2 
large Maine corporations, 
now specializing in tax, will 
do your business/individual 
retum at reasonable rates. 
Top quality and warrantied. 
Computerized bookkeeping 
and accounting also offered. 
Call 797-4510 
PLUMB·IT. Greene's 
Plumbing and Heating. Free 
estimates, fully licensed and 
insured. 892-4971 or 774-
4333 
COLLEGE STUDENT with 
truck available to do odd 
jobs. Very handy and can fix 
most anything. Excellent 
references. Call anytime, 
night or day. 797-7126 
PLUMBING and heating 
repairs, service, installation, 
renovations, new additions, 
commercial and residential. 
Free estimates. Reasonable 
rates. Master plumber. In-
sured. Ouellette's Plumbing 




25 years experience 
FINE A .. TMURALS and 
canvases painted in oil, by 
commission. Choice of 
sizes, styles and subject 
matter is negotiable. En-
hance your home, office, 
lobby or corporate space. 
Call D.H. Laughlin 207-793-
8058 
THE ORIGINAL PET 
Nanny. Professional pet care 
in your home since 1986. 
Knowledge of medical and 
behavioral problems. Indi-
vidual loving attention. In-
sured and references. 767-
4197 
PRECISION PAINTING 
by Casso Trim and windows, 
intricate work, paint and 
stain, wood finishing, com-
plete homes. References 
786-0071 
REPAIR your credit rating! 
Send $5 for guaranteed re-
port to Total Financial Suc-
cess Publications, PO Box 
6486 Portland, ME 04102 
HAIL MARY TYPING 
Service. Don't ·pass· this 
up!! Will type your resumes, 
term papers, law briefs, per-
sonalized multiple letters, 
Engineering reports, plays 
and scripts. I type ne-arly 
100 words per minute. Quick 
turn around time. Pickup and 




Sanding & Refinishing 
Repairing 
No distance too far. 
TOM 8M.BOUND 
SOUTHERN BUILnBRS • Carpenter. Builder + 
Work, the way 
SPECIALIST IN DECKING 
econtemorary 
you would like • cabinetry & carpentry 
to have it done. • building & remodeling 
772-7725 87Hl255 • 772·1761 
ART WANTED: 
TO THE HOME PURE DRINKING WATER 
Weare • PROBlEM, Drinking general contractors waler su pplies are 
specializing in becoming contaminated 
painting & masonry 
• SOLUIlON, MULTI-
• FREE ESTIMATES PURE TN systems ~uaran-
• FULLY INSURED teed to remove ch orine, 
For quallty wort at baCleria and chemicals 
good prlca. oaIl • OPPORTUNl1Y, 





sical instrument yard sale. 
Rock, soul, jazz, classical, 
folk, ethnic, other oddness. 
In great condition. Books -
music, consciousness, lib-
eral stuH, weirdness, etc. 
Sat. June 24, 10:00 am 
(raindate Sunday). 155 
Brackett St., Portland. 
Across from Reiche school. 
829-6513 
YARD SALE. Benefit Dana 
Farber Cancer Institute, Sat. 
June 24, 9-1. Brentwood 
Manor, 122 Portland St. 
Yarmouth, Maine. Treasures, 
food and balloons. 
HAVING A YARD SALlE? 
Instead of hand-lettered 
signs on telephone poles, 
advertise it in Casco Bay 
Weekly. You get up to 30 
words for $5 - sell one old 
toaster and the ad pays for 
itself! 
IT'S HERE! House of 
Lloyd's Super Party Plan. 
Now hiring demonstrators to 
show the latest in fashion. 
home decor, toys, and x-
mas items. Work own hours 
from your home. Free $300 
kit and training . No 
collecting , delivering or 
investment. Also booking 
BACKSTAGE catering 
help needed at musical 
events at SeaPAC and the 
Civic Center. Must have valid 
drivers license. Pay is $100 
a day. Call 657-4476 or 934-
0822 
CITIZEN ACTION Look-
ing to make a difference? We 
need a few dedicated people 
to work on consumer and 
environmental issues. NO 
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. 
Training and benefits pro-
vided . Advancement 
opportunities. Hours are 2-10 
pm. Call M. P .A. for an 
interview at 761-4400. 
COMPANION for disabled 
person/elderly, weekly or bi-
weekly. Call 883-5833 
NU RSI NG and personal 
care attendants needed for 
holistically oriented organi-
zation . Flexible hours. 
Maybe Someday. 773-3275 
EMPLOYERS There is a 
less espensive alternative. 
Advertise your openings in 
Casco Bay Weekly. The 
response you get may 
surprise you! 
bod & soul I ~ IS tit) ,I (tl ~ IS tit]; _ _ 
"-
DAMAGED CHILD: 
Heali.ng th.e damaged chi~ ~thin you and learning 
to Identify syrnptons wlthm your own children. 
PERSONAL 
OF THE WEEK 
A one day workshop on the ocean on sunny Peak. Island 
Sat.,)une 24. Meals included. $75.00. Nine person 
maxnnum. Call Dr. Glen Robinson for registration 
and additional information. 
207-773-5573 
Winner receives two free movie tickets 
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema! 
or write P.O. Box 8125, Portland, ME 04104 
WOMEN: Does being in 
love mean being in pain? 
Learn how to change dys-
functional relationship pat-
terns. Therapy group now 
forming based on ·Women 
Who Love Too Much.· For in-
formation call 871-9256 
RELIEF from stress, pain, 
fatigue, nervousness , 
chronic illness can be yours 
through this gende, hands-
on-healing technique. Call 
Kristin Erico, 2nd Degree, 
certified Reiki Practioner 
n3-1346 
I WANTA WIFE! Dm searching for man 
35-45 who fulfills job description of "Wife". 
Additional duties may include: Impromptu 
picnics (with wine), leisure Sunday brunch 
(with wine), late night videos (with popcorn 
and wine) and piano bars with what else -
wine. Only those intent on serious fun need 
apply. Send resume to CBW Box 289 
• RYTHMICAL MASSAGE 
a combination of therapeutic 
massage modalities using 
various oils and ointments, 
to achieve your personal 
needs. 
CERTIFIED POLARITY 
Therapist offers a holistic 
approach to body work com-
bining gende and deep touch 
with supportive psychother-
apy. Experience deep relax-
ation and increased vitality. 
Call Deborah Vallance R.N. 
M.S. Ed. 775-1230 
II you h ... ~Iocod on odin 'he CO-.80y _'y 1*"Il0l101. y ..... 
lid IIMltOnudlCIIIIly -.t.ed In the PER90NAl OF THE WEEK cant .. 
for tNt w .... WI •• looklng 'or adatht1 ... cr_ive. Witty _nd 1un. 
Wlnners.1I1 rlOli.,. ... r tick_In the mill. 
• Relieve mental and 
physical stress, and tension, 
relax and tone muscles, 
improve joint mobility, and 
integrate body, mind and 
spirit. 
An appropriate 
complement to counseling 
and other therapies. 
• Gift certificates available. 
Linden Thigpen, certified 
massage therapist . New 
Images 142 High St. (across 
from Sonesta), Room 515. 
By appointment 775-4010. 
on •• rth •• It I. In 
heaven a full moon candle-
light vigil in loving support of 
our mother earth and all her 
inhabitants. monday 19 june 
1989 at the hour of nine. 
baxter cove, portland, maine 
(soccer field parallel to route 
295 south). bring candles, 
children and friends. one of 
heart. 1 post office box 
15143, portland, maine 
04101. 207/774-0308 or 
207/871-0287. 
SUMMER FUN! Have a 
psychic party! Also private 
readings - Teaching - Work-
shops - Channeling. Call 
Audrey 775-7135 
DWINELL AND HALL 
workshops - JOURNEY 
INTO · SOULMAKING 
·authenticity and vocation·, 
non-residential: June 24 and 
25 call: (207) 799-1024 . 
Residential: August 25, 26 
and 27 call (603) 253-4366 
THERAPUTIC BODY-
WORK combines traditional 
Swedish massage with 
polarity and trigger point 
Iherapy . Theresa Berman, 
Certified Therapist. 767-
5439. Gift certificates avail-
able. 
WOULD YOU LIKE 
kisses which do not taste 
like an ashtray? Would you 
like to gaze into beautiful 
eyes un-bloodshot from 
drugs or excessive alcohol. 
SWM 34 looking for same in 
an attractive slender female 
in (2Os-30s). Write SWM PO 




male, 30, strong-willed and 
self-confident, seeks an 
even more assertive female 
for friendship, understand-
ing, and mutual role-reversal 
fulfillment. Cultural expecta-
tions have ·packaged· me in 
such a way as to inhibit full 
expression of my personal-
ity. To the adventurous 
woman this package awaits 
opening. Should be adept 
with knots, however, as this 
package is tighdy tied. Once 
open, will reveal imaginative 
and creative approach to life 
and our special interests. 
Other interests to share, in-
cluding music, literature, 
motorcycles, leather and 
lace, photography and gas-
tronomy. CBW Box 301 
r-J""\-----=~.-----------~ NICE GUY available . 
. ............... r~" ~ '- SWM, 34, 6'0",180 Ibs. Not 
.. __ ~\. ~ fat, not ugly, not a drunk or a 
) -,.(~, -_ . _ druggie. Wide range of inter--=--_ I ~'"l.' ests and experience. EnJOyS 
""'-- ......... "'-, • .-.........: outdoors, moonlight, live 
,,;.~ - music, dancing , sexy 
~:~: ._ clothes, romantic evenings 
_____ at home and just living in 
•. :;:/,\ "'" general. Seeking SF 1'\ "\ -, friendllover of similar inter-
\ ests and attitude who would 
When was the last tun' e ViOU met like a pleasant way out of the 
oJ· single life doldrums too. 
someone who blew you away? Open to romance, relation-
ship andlor children. Photo 
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to appreciated but not neces-
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully. sary. All replies answered. 
Being single in Maine can rn: _ rTL ____ r CBW Box 294 
any longer? Call 'lOucfi 
SLIM good looking SJM, 42, 
short, freelance copy writer, 
published poet and future 
writer, very intellectual with 
wonderful wit and sense of 
humor, seeks curvacious 
attractive muse in 30s for 
companionship, caring and 
quiet times. CBW Box 298 
LlFE'S A BITCH ... and so 
am I. (Jes' foolin!) Recover-
ing ACOA, recovering co-
dependent, shy person, 
SWF, 34, loves ·the real 
puzzle" and other games, 
seeking a smart, good look-
ing, extroverted man who 
loves to dance, is 5'8·-6'3·, 
28-40 years . I don't drink, 
drug, smoke or eat meat. 
You? Interest/activities: 
music, world change, read-
ing, ideas, walking, theatre, 
movies, home improvement. 
CBWBox300 
GOOD and honourable gen-
tleman with a queue of en -
dearing traits to his credit , 
i.e ., courteous , witty , 
charming , loyal , etc . 
Seeking an elegant, comely, 
intelli99nt , practi cal , 
challenging , athletic, fun -
inspiring , adorable young 
lady , between 19 and 26 
years, for strolls at the park, 
dinner at ethnic restaurants , 
cribbage or conversation on 
stormy days, and courtship. 
Under 5'11·, if you please. In 
Portland area, thank you. Ed 
PO Box 4173 Portland, ME 
04101 
ORIENTAL well educated, 
would like to date single fe-
male between 20-30 for last-
ing relationship. Love in-door 
and out-door sports and mu-
sic. So tell me about yourself 
and I'll write back. Please 
write to PO Box 15421 Port-
land, ME 04101 
r--------------------------------------------------,ltftjliilljt!1II 
Town & Country Upholstery 
be fun again. Why wait c:r:€.ru.x;ru..u. 
The Personallbuch. 
J t ExchangeS! Portland. ME04 tO, 
773 1688 
SWM 34 I"m a heavily 
laden spiritual man. I don't 
drink and I don't smoke. 1·11 
observe the roses and I'll 
take note. Ufe is too short to 
do otherwise. So let's take a 
hike beyond prying eyes. Or 
so it shall be anywhere you 
like in my artist hat or in our 
Nikes. My Indian maiden, 
let's get together for fun in 
the sun or dance in the rain in 
our Indian feathers. I am of 
good looks 5'6· , medium 
build , looking for the 
same.CBW 296 
·SOFT-SPOKEN Southem 
man, 41 , newcomer; rather 
disconcerted by Yankee 
reserve. Well -educated , 
attractive, non -smoker. 
Eyes that twinkle , a 
passionate heart, a questing 
mind. Sensitive, yet as-
sertive . Rational , yet intu-
itive . Affectionate , self-
aware. open. Seeks bright, 
yet warm woman for serious 
relationship - long or short-
term. Reply to Alpha, PO Box 
6012, Falmouth, ME 04105." 
~
y Stephen Scott 
868 Broadway 




• Vacant Apartme nts and Hallways • 
879-0093 
cmCUlATION 
Like casco Bay Weekly? 
Free Wednesday afternoon/eve. 
or Thursday a.m.? 
We've increased circulation 
and need help delivering our papers. 
Hours somewhat flexible each day. 
Interested? 
can 883-0155 and leave message. 
A.C. T. TRAVEL SCHOOL 
Nat·1 hdqtrs. Po~o Sch. FL. 
MARTIN ENTERPRISES 
DATING SERVICE 
/- - -- - - -- ---- -- - -""\ 
I 










different th is week: 
a CBW Person to Parson 
ad. It'll Introduce you to well over 16.000 
CBW readers, more than a few 01 whk:::h are 
single. and all of wh ich are well readl 
L....;==::":"::'=:":;;:;:':':"'...J I PAY FOR TWO WEEKS· GET YOUR 
I THIRD WEEK FREE! Please use the "Do It Yourself"" Classlfkid ad form I and enclose this coupon to receive a free week. 
\,----------------/ 
ENERGETIC, educated 
DWM short, thirtysomething, 
seeks a bright slim outgoing 
girl to share some lifetime. 
Nuts welcome, kindness 
essential. Apply today. CBW 
Box 297 
MARRIED WHITE male, a 
family man with little tots 
seeks woman in similar situ-
ation lor confidential discus-
sions. Send letter, phone, 
intentions. CBW Box 290 
I WANTA WIFE! DIW 
searchi ng for man 35-45 who 
fulfills job description of 
·Wile· Additional duties may 
include: Impromptu picnics 
(with wine), leisure Sunday 
brunch (with wine), late night 
videos (with popcorn and 
wine) and piano bars with 
what else - wine. Only those 
intent on serious fun need 
apply. Send resume to: CBW 
Box 289 
SWM 34 seeking SWF 25-
35 for summer fun and 
friendship. Someone to drink 
margaritas, burn steaks, 
day trip , and just hang out 
with. Maybe even a little ro-
mance. Maine summers are 
too short, so let's meet. 
Write Bill Box 15025, Port-
land, ME 04101 
SWF 21, looking for SWM 
for a love-hate relationship . 
Must have alot of spunk and 
personality , like long hay 
rides, music and partying . 
Desperate PO Box 114 
Scarborough, ME 04074 
SINGLE attractive male 
seeks a woman into S&M, 




1979. Only 87,700 miles. 
AM/FM radio/cassette and 
good sticker. Needs some 
work for long distance driv-
ing. Great island or parts 
car. Asking $350. Call Toby 
773-9724 
SAAB IIOOS 1982, four 
door, five speed, 85,000 
miles, sunroof, air, pw, navy 
blue metallic. Immaculate, 
runs and drives beautifully. 
Going to grad. school. 
$4,300. Call 871-0033 
CHEVY CAVALIER 1986 
34,000 miles, one owner. 
Two door, five speed, white. 
New: front brakes and tires, 
rear shocks, muffler, tune-
up, sticker. lifetime rust-
proofed. Runs great. $3900 
or best offer. Call 772-7831 
CLASSIC CAR 1951 
lincoln Cosmopolitan. Rare. 
One owner. White walls. 
Power windows, seats. Baby 
blue with lots of chrome. 
·Suicide· doors. Luxury car 
of another era. Collector"s 
piece. In remarkably good 
shape. $3000 firm . Call 775-
0985. Leave name, number 
on machine. 
CHEVY CITATION 1982, 
four door, six cylinder, auto., 
Ps/PB, AMlFM, cruise con-
trol, 75,000 miles, excellent 
condition, reconditioned 
interior/exterior. The perfect 
graduation present. 781 -
5232 
BUY MY GTI and Fly! 
1983 black, many new 
goodies: KyB suspension, 
clutch pressure plate and fly 
wheel, AH NSA exhaust, 
tires, alternator, steering 
rack, Bosch wires and plugs, 
and much more! Fun and fast 
at $3000 firm. Evenings 773-
8578 or 767-3598 message 
DATSUN PU 1979 with 
cap. Runs good. Needs 
welding work for sticker. 
$450. 829-S513 
CADDY COUPE de Ville 
1979. One owner, V-8, power 
everything . New battery, 
transmission, no rust. 
Dealer-serviced. Great car, 
lots of power. Must see. 
$2200 firm. Please call 774-
6357 
MAZDA RX7GSL black, 
loaded . good condition, 
asking $4300. Call evenings 
934-1426 
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE SUBURU GL 
1977 convertible . Looks 1982 two 
great, runs great. The car door, PB, PS, PW, rear de-
has been taken care of and frost, am/fm tape, sporty, 80 
is in excellent condition . thousand miles, $900 or best 
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046 offer. Andy 773-5352 
ISUZU TROOPER 11-4 
wheel drive, 1985. Low miles, 
30.000. AMlFM stereo cas-
sette. new radials, muffler, 
HD battery, roof rack, relo-
cating must sell! Asking 
$6.900. Call 797-7128 . 
DODGE COLT 1988 Excel-
lent condition. Asking $6400. 
Call after Spm. 767-1370 
CAMERO, T·BIRD, 
Mazda, Buick ... selling your 
car? CBW can do it! 
SUBARU GL 1987 five 
speed, stereo cassette, 
sunroof, roof rack, fog 
lights, dark blue metallic, 
mint condition. 31 ,000 miles. 
$7200. 773-9835 • 
RENAULT FUEGO 1982, 
100 thousand miles, PS, PB, 
5 speed. New tires, res-
onator, alternator, battery, 
brakes. Immaculate interior 
and exterior. No rust. Excel-
lent shape. Going to school 
must sell . $1500. Evenings 
772-3037 
AUDI 50005 1981. AC, 
CC, sunroof, Alpine sound, 
new battery, new transmis-
sion, luxurious, $2500. 1975 
Volvo sedan, automatic, new 
engine, exhaust , tires , 
brakes, battery, great body, 
dependable. $1200 967-
4295. 
VOLVO 264GL 1978 four 
speed with overdrive, elec-
tric windows, sunroof, well 
maintained, a dream to drive, 
$1300, must sell - bought 
new car. Call 967-4531, keep 
trying . 
VW RABBIT 1984 con-
vertible. 69,000 miles. Well 
maintained. Runs great. 
A.C., GTI engine $6000 
773-7146 
WHETHER YOU want to 
sell your 76 Toyota or buy a 
·55 Chevy, use Casco Bay 
Weekly 's Classifieds. For 
just $5 you have up to 30 
words to make your pitch, 
and additional words are just 
15 cents each. Call the CBW 






~ - AUTO OWNERS! 
Run your "Auto For Sale" ad 
until you sell your car 
(or up to 4 weeks whichever comes first). 
For $10 
Only 
Offer good with coupon only. Use our Do-It-Yourself form in the Classified section. 
Al! ads must be prepaid; check, money order, Visa, MC, etc. Up to 30 words, 
Send ad copy, coupon and prepayment to: Casco Day Weekly, 
187 Clark Street, Portland, ME 04102. Attention classified. 
CoscoBov 
""EEKLY 
arrulating 20,000 copies weekly in the greater Portland area. 
---------------------------~ 
Please write the Fund at: ... 
257 Park Ave. South, NY, NY 10010 for a free brochure. fJl 
/un.15, 1989 23 
M~}!~~~~~!ruZed~efi~haVe ~ ~ rn ~ 
betterrucknames than baseball players. Bob Fergue- ~., , V 
SOn, a second baseman during baseball's early days, 
~;i~"€€~e='=:~ [!' in r,. r-r r ~ 1 
that's illustrated at the right. See if you can tag them :J ~W 
correctly. '.' 8. 1. s. 
_ Dennis Boyd 
_ RonCey 
_ Bob Uecker 
_ Leroy Paige 
Bill Lee 
_ TyCobb 
_ Sal Maglie 
Bill Skowron 
_ Mark Fidrych 
Stan Musial 
_ Joe Medwick 
_ Dwight Gooden 
Harmon Killebrew 
_ Rich Gossage 
_ GregLuzinski 
_ Harty Simpson 
_ Harold Traynor 
_ Rogers Hornsby 
_ Harty Walker 
_ George Herman Ruth 
_ Ken Harrelson 
_ Reggie Jackson 
_ Roger Clemons 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? 
If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for 
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for two 
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). 
Winners will be selected from among the correct 
entries by a random drawing. Contestants are 
ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week 
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant 
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be 
received by noon Wednesday, June 21. The solution 
to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in the June '}9 
issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
The Real Puzzle 1124 
Casco Bay W_kIy 
187 Clark Street 
Portland,ME04102 






13. '4, 15. 16. 
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21. 22. 23. 24. 
• 1989 United Feature Syndicate. 













MAPLE SYRUP should appear in the rustic 
typeface (CHOW MElN), SAUSBURY STEAK in the 
1V (dinner) face (VlNDALOO), POPCORN in the 
marquee face (fANG), MOUSSAKA in the Greek face 
(MAPLE SYRUP), CHILI CON CARNE in the South-
western face (BORSCHT), CHOW MEIN in the 
Chinese face (KNISHES), SAUERKRAUT in the 
German face (BABA GAN<X>SH), KNISHES in the 
Hebrew face (MOUSSAKA), VINDALOO in the 
Indian face (SAUERKRAUT), TANG in the high-tech 
face (SAUSBURY STEAK), BORSCI-IT in the Cyrillic 
(Russian) face (POPCORN), and BABA GAN<X>SH 
oin the Middle Eastern face (CHIU CON CARNE). 
Golit? 
This week's winners are Sean Smith (Alberta's gift 
certificate) and Sarah Rose Werner (lDngfeIIow 
Cruise line tickets). Both winners are from Portland. 
-
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Complete transport system for 
bikes. canoes. sailboards. skis .... 
Versatile· "User-friendly· 












100 COMMERCIAL ST. 
~ THE T HOMAS BLOCK, J UST 
"'ORTH OF DI MILLO'S 
"A unique sekctwn offine 
products for your home from 
Maine and around the world." 
R:~~~~.~~l 
I Used & Oul~f·Prinl Book. I 
I Tel. 799-SAVE 
I We ~ b ooks , loo. I 
I "POSSmLY THE BEST I 
I SECONDHAND BOOKS HOP I 
I J:\' THE ENTIRE I 
I MILLCREEK AREA OF I I SOUTH PORTLAND." I 
{iU", This coupon good for 1 .. 00 OFF . each book of $6 or 
~... more. 
~"L\t\ Expire. - 7/)/89 
I 
WE HAVE ABOUT )6,000 I 
BOOKS INCLUDING 
HUNDREDS OF CURRENT II 
ANDOUT-OF-PRINT 
COOKBOOKS I 
I SLOp in for a few minute., or I 
I browse for hours. Enjoy! I ____________ .J 
Summer 
SAL E 
thru June 24 -L 0 
9 CIRCUS TIME RD. 
SO. PORTLANO· 775-4312 
NEAR MALL· ACROSS FROM UPS 
~,;.#a' 
816 $OVND5 fROM ALL OVtK. 
PREfENTJ r!J 





Saturday, June 24 






Saturday, August 19 
7:00 & 9:30 PM $14 
PPAC 





Sunday, July 30 
8:00 PM $14 
Portland City Hall 
$50 will bring you a summer's worth of Big Sounds 
GRUPO FORTALEZA 
and YES BRAZIL 
South American 
Festival 
Saturday, July 8 




Khmer Music, Dance, 
Food and Art 
Saturday, August 26 
8:00 PM $10 
PPAC 
Save $13 on tickets for all 5 concerts. C B 
Fill out this coupon and mall or take it to the 
Portland Performing Arts Center's Box Office: 25A Forest Ave. ""OESCE'lC.9j( 
Call 774-0465 for more information or single ticket sales. S_brI 
I~ME~,,:~~~DS fAIr plus $1 for handling for a total of $ . 
Q Check payable to Portland Performing Arts Center is enclosed. 
Q Visa Q Mastercard 
Card Number _______ Experation Date __ _ 
Name Signature, _____ _ 
Address . Telephone __ -=-__ 








A 20 ho ur "Learn to Sail 
Program" offe red weekly 
all summe r at SMVIl. 
• I ndividualized instruction 
• New "21' keel boaLS" 
• Professional Instructors 
• Flexible hours 
Call SMVTI 
for Information 
799-7303 ext. 244 




41 Middle St. • Portland 
774-2972 
Get paid what 
you're worth. 
A career in real estate offers 
you a chance to use your 
people skills. Of course you'lI 
have to be willing to learn and 
work hard. too. 
Our license school stans 
Thursday, June 22. 
Come to our 
CAREER SESSION 
Tuasday. June 20 
7 P.M. 
192 State Street 
Portland 
can ChriS Behan 
to reserve your spot. 
~ ~...r - .. 21 =--,11 . 
BALFOUR 
773-8224 
